MOUNT PLEASANT TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN COUNCIL AGENDA
Tuesday, January 8, 2019, 6:00 p.m.
Municipal Complex, Council Chambers
100 Ann Edwards Lane
Mount Pleasant, SC 29464
AMENDED MINUTES
*The minutes were amended to reflect that Mayor Haynie did attend the
December Patriots Point Development Authority, but he was absent from
the December Town Council Meeting. Changes are in italics and are
located on Page 71, under Item H, Patriots Point Development Authority.
No other changes were made.
Mayor Haynie called the Town Council Meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
Council Members Bob Brimmer, Joe Bustos, Kevin Cunnane, Kathy Landing,
Tom O’Rourke, Jim Owens, Gary Santos and Guang Ming Whitley were
present.
I.

PRAYER
Chaplain Doug Farmer led Council in prayer.

II.

PLEDGE
Mayor Pro Tempore, Gary Santos led Council in the Pledge of
Allegiance.

III.

COMPLIANCE WITH FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
Mr. Pagliarini certified compliance with the Freedom of Information
Act.

IV.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Mr. Bustos moved to amend the agenda to move Item XI.B., Old
Business, which is the permit allocation, up to Item VIII.A. under
Planning; seconded by Mr. Santos. All present voted in favor.
Mr. Bustos moved to adopt the amended agenda; seconded by Ms.
Landing. All presented voted in favor.
V.

PUBLIC HEARINGS, AWARDS & PRESENTATIONS
A. Presentation of Town report regarding the renourishment project
for Crab Bank
Fran Way and Mark Gold, Applied Technology Management (ATM)
Fran Way, Senior Coaster Engineer with Applied Technology
Management, stated that he and Mark Gold, also present, worked
with their president and the Town of Mount Pleasant on this project.
He stated that ATM is focused on the southeast.

He said they are a coastal and marine engineering niche of civil
engineering. He said they have incredible expertise and experience
in the coastal engineering discipline. He said they have been in
Mount Pleasant and Charleston since the 1980’s and also have an
office in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. He stated that the core plan
for Crab Bank which has already been bid, is to dredge 825,000 cubic
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yards out of the navigation channel and put all that material on Crab
Bank and the remaining material will be approximately 660,000
cubic yards. He said 825,000 dredged, 660,000 placed, so there is
approximately 150,000 cubic yards of material unaccounted for
during that process. He said they wanted to look at where this
material (150,000 cubic yards) went. He said the Folly Beach
Renourishment just put down approximately 750,000 cubic yards of
material. He said this is what they are referring to for Crab Bank. He
said this is a major beach nourishment project.

He stated that this is the project as the Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) plans. He said it is being referred to as the Corps 660 project.
He said they are putting the material where Crab Bank currently is.
He stated that they do have some concerns with the process,
because the material is going to migrate and has migrated over the
past 60 years. He stated that this is a 1989 aerial.
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He stated that Crab Bank was found back in 1958, which is the
earliest shown. He said that it has migrated to the north towards the
Mount Pleasant shoreline and has been spreading and thinning the
entire time. He said it has moved between 1,000 and 2,000 feet over
that time. He said their concerns with the USACE is that they did not
take this migration into effect and sooner or later Crab Bank will weld
on to the shoreline of Mount Pleasant. He said there is the long-term
migration of Crab Bank and there are also the sedimentation issues
where 150,000 cubic yards of material is lost during construction. He
said there are two different aspects that they are looking at.
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He said this is another issue of the long-term migration. He said in
the left corner, is a 1959 NOA chart and this is where Crab Bank was
located back in 1959. He said you can see the red outline, which
shows where the 2017 outline of Crab Bank was. He said you can see
significant movement of long term migration. He said in the 2015
chart, you can see where it aligns well with the 2017 outline in red.
They believe this is a good, valuable project benefitting the Mount
Pleasant shoreline and it is an important bird rookery habitat. He
said it is a great project, but they believe some improvements can be
made to improve its longevity, its habitat, and its value. He said they
did a great deal of long-term modeling and fines modeling and said
there are two different channels that come into Shem Creek; the
USACE maintained navigation channel and the Hog Island channel.
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He said when Crab Bank migrates, it will completely close off the Hog
Island Channel access and as everyone knows who has navigated the
Hog Island Channel access, it is very shallow and difficult to navigate.

He stated that this will close off the Hog Island Channel access. There
is not much blue showing as there is right now, and the green
indicates shallow areas. He said when they did the modeling, they
saw that the material is going to accelerate at growth and close off
the Hog Island Channel access. He said it will affect navigation in the
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next two years and based on the USACE 660 plan, it will close off the
Hog Island Channel and weld on to the Mount Pleasant shoreline
within ten years. He said this is a major concern, because the rookery
loses all its habitat value when it connects to the mainland. He stated
that ATM came up with other USACE impacts. He said there is the
USACE’s preferred plan which closes off the Hog Island Channel, but
there are accretional benefits to the marsh – an added protection
along the Mount Pleasant shoreline. He said the USACE’s alternative
and ATM’s alternatives are all achieving benefitting the shoreline. He
said since the 1950’s, there have been hundreds of feet of marsh
accretion to the leeward side of Crab Bank, so there is definitely a
positive benefit. He stated that ATM came up with two alternatives;
the ATM 4400 and the ATM 660. He said the USACE’s stated that one
of the design goals behind their process is that it will last 50 years.
He said ATM would like to move USACE’s design template
approximately 1,000 feet to the southeast. He said this would
basically recreate this process where Crab Bank was put further
offshore in the 1950’s and has slowly migrated back to where it is
now, and ATM would like to repeat this process.

He stated that the USACE’s plan is to continue that process. He said
they ran the 440 Alternative and the 660 Alternative, which is the
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same volume as the USACE’s 660 project. He said in the 440
Alternative slide you are able to see the USACE’s footprint in red,
ATM’s footprint, as well as the 1958 Crab Bank outline.

ATM is attempting to move it back to where it was in the 1960’s. He
said it is taking advantage of the shallow area and moving the entire
footprint approximately1,000 feet to the southeast.

He said when they modeled this, they found that there were
negligible impacts to the Hog Island Channel, which is good as they
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would like to keep this channel opened as long as possible. He said
they still saw the same benefit to the marsh shoreline to the leeward
of Crab Bank. He said they also saw minor benefits to sedimentation
in the Shem Creek federal channel.

He stated that in their comparison, ATM believes that the mitigation
material should be placed farther, approximately 1,000 feet, to the
southeast. He said the placement allows for a longer project life and
decreases the sedimentation. Based on the core analysis, the
USACE’s 660 project lasts fifty years, the ATM 440 lasts fifty-one
years, and the ATM 660 project will last 88 years just to do the
displacement and move the material around. He said they kept the
footprint and the acreage almost exactly the same. He said less
material can be used or the ATM 660 scenario can be used. He said
the risks of Crab Bank attaching to the mainland are significantly
reduced, prolonging the island’s function as an important bird
rookery. He indicated that this is a brief summary and the report, in
detail, is approximately 200 pages.
Mayor Haynie stated that this is a report and not an agenda item for
action. He advised that those who wish to speak regarding this item
are welcome to do so under Correspondence and Public Statements.
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Mr. Owens moved to receive and accept the report as written by
ATM; seconded by Mr. Santos. All present voted in favor.
B. Recognition of Oceanside Academy Women’s Golf Team State
Champions
Mayor Haynie and Town Council recognized the Oceanside Academy
Women’s Golf Team for becoming the State Champions. Mayor Pro
Tempore, Gary Santos, asked Coach Billy Ross and Assistant Athletic
Director, Mark Meyer to introduce the State Champions; Kayla
Bartemeyer, Lexi Lucarelli, Ansley Pridemore, Haven Hobbs, Rachel
Rich and Gabby Martinez.
C. Longevity Awards
Mayor Haynie, Town Council and Fire Chief, Mike Mixon recognized
Engineer Steve Gibbons for twenty-five years of service with the
Mount Pleasant Fire Department.
VI.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE DECEMBER 11, 2018 TOWN
COUNCIL MEETING AND THE DECEMBER 2018 FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Mr. Owens moved for approval; seconded by Ms. Landing. All present
voted in favor.

VII.

CORRESPONDENCE AND PUBLIC STATEMENTS
Lisa Turansky, 1065 Groves Manor Court, stated that she is the Chief
Conservation Officer at Coastal Conservation League (CCL) and thanked
the Town for doing their due diligence to make sure that the Crab Bank
project is done correctly. She said that she wanted to let the public
know that as a community, they did raise the $1.4 million-dollar match
for the beneficial use project, so this is very exciting as it will be an asset
for the Town, for the birds and all the businesses along Shem Creek. She
said that the Coastal Conservation League looks forward to supporting
the Town moving forward. They also had a great meeting with the US
Army Corps of Engineers and they also expressed positive sentiments
about working with the Town to come up with something that is good
for everyone.
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Maryanne Taylor, 427 Green Briar Lane, stated that she is here
representing the East Cooper Republic Women’s Club as president of an
organization established by Ann Edwards in 1964. She said due to the
storm Flo in September, their shrimp dinner and fundraiser had to be
cancelled. She said they have rescheduled another great evening at
Alhambra Hall on Friday, February 22nd from 6 pm – 8 pm and tickets
are only $20. She said the shrimp is from Mount Pleasant Seafood and
is local, the side dishes and even the paper products, beverages and
desserts have all been purchased locally. She stated that they support
Mount Pleasant vendors and ask Council and the public to purchase a
ticket or two and to bring your family. She said proceeds from this event
will go to support local and state GOP Candidates during elections,
Lowcountry Orphan Relief and the Local and State Veterans. She stated
that she does not have tickets this month but will have them next
month.
Roy Neal, 273 N. Shelmore Blvd., stated that he is here to speak on the
Building Permit Allocation. He understands that this Council was elected
on some type of movement to slow growth and said he knows it will
pass eventually. He would like Council to consider a few modifications
first. He hopes that Council members have had time to read the
Planning Commission’s minutes from the meeting where they
unanimously voted to deny it in its current form. He said the two major
issues he has in its present form are: (1) ADU’s which he does not
believe should be included in this classification, because they are
different from developments. He said if a family is called to take care of
an elderly family member or a family member with special needs and
have the room to build the ADU, the permits will likely be taken quickly,
and that individual would not be able to build an ADU. He said ADU’s
are not impacting the infrastructure very much. He asked that this be
taken out. (2) He stated that another issue was the financial impact to
the Town. He said that the budget begins in July and said the Town did
not plan for this when they did their budget writing previously. He asked
why this program is not beginning in July. He said then the study would
be done, all the information acquired, and the Town would know what
effects it will have on business licenses and impact fees. He said there
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are people who have invested a great deal of money in property, not
developers.
Mr. Santos stated that he read the minutes and understands that Mr.
Neal had a number of questions. He asked why the Commission did not
defer this item and send it back to the Planning Committee. He asked
why the Commission denied this item instead.
Mr. Neal stated that he is not the Chairman, but the Vice Chairman and
said it seemed to be the order of business. He feels that the Chairman
could better address Mr. Santos’ question. He said it was rare for the
Commission to have a unanimous denial.
Mr. Santos stated that since the Commission had a number of
questions, they should not have voted on the issues until they received
answers to their questions.
Mayor Haynie stated that it is public statement period and this should
be saved for the discussion period.
Pat Sullivan, 1002 Plantation Court, stated that last night, the
Charleston County Treasurer was at Town Hall and presented the
Advanced Tax Installment Plan, which allows people who have difficulty
paying their property taxes to spread it out over six payments. She
explained everything, and it was an extremely worthwhile meeting. She
said two other items that were addressed were the Homestead
Exemption Program, where once the property owner turns 65 years old,
they fill out a form and if approved, takes $50,000 off the value of the
property that you are being taxed on. The second item was discussions
on the difference between 4% and 6% property taxes. She said there
are many who do not realize that they are being taxed at 6% and they
should be taxed at 4%. She said homeowners should be looking into
this.
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VIII. PLANNING – Mr. Ulma
Planning Committee Minutes
Planning Commission Minutes
A. (Amended) Item XI.B moved to be addressed under VIII.A
Final Reading: An Ordinance to implement a Building Permit
Allocation System, Chapter 156 of the Town of Mount Pleasant Code
of Ordinances. (Ord. No. 18097)
Mr. Bustos stated that the Permit Allocation program is something
that they have been working on for approximately six months. He
said first reading was approved two months ago and referred to the
Planning Commission and then came back to the Planning
Committee. He said there were several speakers, both residents and
developers. He said the Planning Committee considered their
comments, which led to some amendments in the ordinance. He said
the points made were that everyone would get 40 permits. He said
if larger developers come into Town and take up 500 permits, no one
else would be able to get a permit. He said the Committee polled the
developers who were present at the meeting and determined that
40 was a fair number of permits. It will not be a case where any one
person can come in and take all the permits. He said there will be
600 permits available and many developers will apply for 10, 12 or
20 permits. He said no one at the meeting exceeded 40 permits, so
it was capped at 40. He said another item of discussion brought up
by Ms. Whitley was to increase the amount for Affordable Housing
to 100% which would help those seeking affordable housing. He said
these are the changes to the Permit Allocation Program. He said the
Town has attempted to protect the smaller builder/developer, while
also encouraging the increase for Affordable Housing.
Mayor Haynie stated that this is coming from the Planning
Committee and the motion made in the Planning Committee
meeting does not require a second. He said the Planning Committee
voted on Thursday, so this would put the motion on the floor this
evening. He stated that Council would be in discussion of a motion
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which would be the wording from the First Reading with the addition
of the two changes that were just mentioned by Mr. Bustos.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that Council would still be required to move to
amend. He said by Town Ordinance, amendments may only be made
at final reading, whether it went through Committee or not. He said
only Council has the authority to amend. He said if Council would like
to make a motion to include one, some or all of the proposed
changes, Council would need to agree to the amendment or
amendments and then take a final vote.
Ms. Whitley stated that she believes there was a misunderstanding.
She stated that what she suggested was that it be up to 120% but
now it is limiting the range to 80% to 120%, not up to 120%. She
stated that it should be up to 120%, not 80% to 120%.
Mr. Bustos made a motion to amend the permit allocation plan that
had previously be unanimously approved to include the cap of 40
permits and up to 120%; seconded by Mr. Santos.
Mr. Ulma stated that he would like to recap as to how they arrived
at this point. He said it was November 13, 2018 that full Council
conducted the first reading. He said Planning Commission’s meeting
was on December 19, 2018. He said the Planning Committee met last
week. He stated that staff presented and summarized the ordinance
and will answer questions moving forward. He stated that the
ordinance essentially sets out a five-year framework. Different
allocations of dwelling unit types are distributed semi-annually. He
said multi-family development is part of the entire five-year
program, so it is not done on an annual basis. He said it is a first
come, first serve system with the additional amendment that would
put a cap on it. He said it would not be unfettered in terms of
someone coming in and claiming all of the available permits. He said
staff has built in a monitoring and evaluation program. He said there
are 600 total new residential development units available, which
does not include the two developments covered by development
agreements.
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He added that in table 1, it shows the single detached, single family
attached and the accessory dwelling units. He said for multi-family,
again, there are 500 permits total over the course of a five-year
program.
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He stated that a one-for-one replacement of a unit is not covered by
the ordinance. The discussion of low income or affordable housing,
HUD and federal standards use different definitions. He said it was
originally written to only cover low income which is up to 80% of the
area median income. He said the suggestion was to bring it higher to
the 80% to 120%. He said staff’s view is that this would also capture
anyone below the 80% as well. He said staff could ensure that this
language reads specifically this way under the ordinance.
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Mr. Ulma stated that if permits are not issued, they would roll over
into the next allocation cycle. He stated that if permits are not used
they would be available for the next cycle. If more are requested,
they would go into a queue for the next available allocation.

He stated that the input received was shared with the Planning
Commission.
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He stated that at the Commission’s public hearing, there were
speakers identifying different aspects of the ordinance that they
suggested should be modified or clarified.

He said the Planning Commission did vote 7-0 to recommend denial
for a variety of reasons.

He stated that at last week’s Planning Committee meeting, this
ordinance and amendments were reviewed again.
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He stated that what is before Council are four amendments that are
suggested. He said two of these amendments are administrative.

He stated that in item one, if there were more requests for ADU’s
and did not use all the townhouse permits, those permits could not
be moved between categories. They would be strictly defined by the
dwelling unit type. The definition of Workforce Housing versus
Affordable Housing. They also added one provision in there that
allows Planning staff, as a department, to promulgate procedures,
rules and provisions to help administer the ordinance. He said they
would not be changing numbers, allocation amounts, or scheduling;
but if they needed to limit the number of permits they may process
in a given day, these would be the types of procedures staff would
institute. He said the last was a cap on the number of applications
which could be submitted from any single development or
subdivision within an allocation period.
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Mr. Ulma stated that amendment 1, is in terms of transfers.

He said in Workforce, the language is stricken in the code copy that
Council has and goes in favor of this, which is shaded in red.

He stated that the next illustration is the administrative procedures
amendment.
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The final illustration is what Mr. Bustos discussed in terms of the cap.

He stated that the Committee did discuss that this could be up to 40
permits. Staff reviewed it again and based on some of the data and
other factors, it could be lowered to 25. Staff made this suggestion
based on equity and fairness and being able to distribute permits to
more residents.
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Barry Wolff, 1468 Pocahontas, stated that he appreciates the fact
that the Town is moving in this direction. He said that this is the
direction that he believes Mr. Santos wanted to move towards years
ago. He said he read the minutes of the Planning Commission
meeting and there are some things he would like to clarify. He said
as far as its effect on Affordable Housing, he believes this would
promote affordable housing as this is what Council is attempting to
do. He said with the inclusion of ADU’s (Accessory Dwelling Units),
as affordable housing is a pipedream. ADU’s are Airbnb’s. He stated
that in deference to Mr. Neal that there was a rush to do this
ordinance, this has been discussed for years. He said that a 2.1%
growth rate seems reasonable, which is 1,800 new residents and
7,600 daily car trips. He said the Town’s average over the last five
years in 3.88%, which is 14,000 car trips, 3,350 people. He said there
is a reason you go into a restaurant and the sign says, “capacity, 100
people”. This is because if there is an emergency, you are able to get
those people out. The same goes for an elevator, so the cables do
not snap. He said the cable is stretching in Mount Pleasant right now.
He said we live in an evacuation zone.
Will Jenkinson, 250 River Oak Drive, stated that he is the Broker in
Charge of Carolina One new homes. He said they represent eight
developments in Mount Pleasant, five of which are in the
development stage. In the next thirty to sixty days, they will be
completing developments. He said these developers represent
smaller, local developers and local builders in our Town that have
been granted permission by the Town of Mount Pleasant to move
forward with their development plans, to acquire the property, and
to develop the property. Now a permit allocation plan is being
proposed that could prevent or damage their ability to sell their lots
to home builders or individuals who wish to build a home in the
Town. He stated that serious consideration needs to be made. He
said while the attempt of a cap is a move in the right direction, there
are still other questions. He said while Council spent six months,
another month or two examining these items, looking and listening
to people on the development and builders side would be
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appreciated. He said consideration also needs to be made to the
number of townhomes that are permitted under the proposed plan
of only 60. He said over the past six years, the Town has issued 13on average permits. He said while townhomes do not fall under
Affordable or Workforce housing, they do provide a more affordable
housing opportunity for people in the Town. He said limiting these
to sixty per year is further driving the cost of living here in the Town
up.
Tom Massey, 24 Salty Tide Cove, stated that he is a small local land
developer. He purchases land and puts in roads, water and sewer
and sells his lots to local home builders. He said in one project on
Rifle Range Road, they purchased land and their construction is 100%
complete, but just need their inspection to record their plat. He said
his home builders and individuals who want to build their dream
homes have told him that if they are unable to obtain building
permits, they will not buy the lots. He said this hurts him financially.
He stated that it is taking his property from him without
compensation if he is unable to obtain permits. He said he is not sure
how the cap of 25 permits per project would not prevent his
buildings and individual home builders from getting permits. He said
if there is a large townhome project in Park West and they apply for
22 permits at one time in December, if they were to apply for 22
more, then he would not be able to get any additional townhome
permits in his project. He does not believe enough thought has been
given to the severe financial impact this would have on local builders,
local land developers and local architects. He stated that the system
has gotten jammed up with building permits and subdivision plats
and there needs to be time to process the backlog. He asked Council
to defer this item and not consider townhomes as a separate
category but include them with the rest of the single-family category.
Jeff Meyer, 35 Montrose Road, stated that he is not only a resident
of Mount Pleasant, but a local business owner who has started land
development on an 18-lot neighborhood off Lieben Road. He said he
has been working on this project for a period of time and has
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invested substantial capital of his own personal funds and has
obligations from lenders as well. He said he is not in a position where
he can pull a building permit at this time, because his final plat is not
recorded. He said this ordinance could financially ruin him. He has
been a member of this community, coaching football with the Mount
Pleasant Recreation Department and has put his heart into this
Town. He said this has happened so fast and the Town is at risk of
crushing local residents. He asked Council to reconsider. He said five
builders could come in and take all the permits where the rest of the
local builders are scrambling to do whatever is possible to keep
moving forward. He has children in college and would like for them
to live in Mount Pleasant. He stated that he is attempting to start
houses in his development in the $400,000 range; however, with this
ordinance, this will force his price significantly higher, because he
will have a risk factor. He said his bank is not going to finance this
property. He asked Council to put more thought into this and defer
this item tonight.
Steve Kendrick, 1052 Wharf Indigo Place, stated that he is the owner
of Structures Building Company. He is a custom homebuilder in
Mount Pleasant, where he has built the vast majority of his client’s
homes for the past 19 years. He is lucky to be a resident of Mount
Pleasant, as are 11 of his 19 employees and their families. He said his
company narrowly made it through both the last permit allocation
program and the recession that followed. He said they were one of
the fortunate ones, which is why he is here to speak in opposition to
the permit allocation program being proposed as it is written. He
would encourage Council to allow the homes to be built that the
Planning Department has approved. He said approving a subdivision,
large or small, and then restricting permit access is a taking. He
stated that they are the builders of the Edwards tract in Old Mount
Pleasant. He said this 10-lot subdivision has all of the approvals but
having read the guidelines of the Permit Allocation Program, he
would not have adequate access to the permits to build in an area
where the infrastructure already exists. He said that they may lose
clients who decide to build with a larger builder who is able to pull
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more permits further outside the inner areas of Mount Pleasant. He
said if Council is going against the Planning Commission’s
recommendation and approves the permit allocation program, he
would ask that Council revise the guidelines and do more to protect
the small custom builder. He said that the first come, first serve
approach outlined in the draft proposal does not serve his company
well. He said as a custom builder, they file for permits as each one of
a kind design is completed, priced and contracted to be built. As
written, if after that year, permits are used up in a given six-month
period, he may need to wait another six months or more for his plans
to be reviewed and a permit issued. He said this delay will require
them to reprice the home. Why would a prospective buyer do this?
He said more likely they will cancel their project. He said the way this
program is drafted will not only impact their clients but is the
difference of one of his employees having a job or not.
Albert Van Overeem, 315 Shoals Drive., stated that he is a licensed
residential small home builder and does not have the ability to pull
10 to 15 building permits at a time. He said his clients come with a
piece of land and he builds their homes. He said he does not have
the luxury of pre-planning or determining ten or fifteen building
permits. He said that the permit allocation program creates an
unbalanced marketplace and provides favoritism to large regional
and national builders. He said that staff just did the math and said
they are going to give nine subdivisions 25 permits. He said that this
is 360 permits out of a total of 420 permits. He said that Council is all
against small local business when they vote to approve this.
Robert Pickard, 572 Savannah Highway, stated that the fellow home
builders have voiced and articulated their concerns regarding this
and he would urge Council to take this under advisement, defer and
review these issues in order to have a better crafted ordinance.
Denis Blyth, 610 Pelzer Drive, stated that as a concerned citizen and
private property owner in the Town, he requests that Council
proceed to implement the Building Permit Allocation program
immediately. He said some concerns raised by the development
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community this evening and previously are valid and need to be
taken into consideration and some amendments will be necessary.
He said many that he has read previously are also the same old
delaying tactics. References to articles or studies in national
publications like Forbes that discuss allocation systems are made
with dissimilar communities and are meaningless to the Town. He
said no legislation is perfect and this ordinance can be refined after
implementation. He said there is much discussion of property rights
of developers, but seldom that of the current private property
owners. He said for many of Council’s constituents, their primary
residence is their largest asset. He believes over development and
associated issues such as traffic congestions, school overcrowding,
flooding, crime and other issues are beginning to cap the growth in
his primary investment, which is his home. He said the quality of life
has been degraded significantly over the past years by Town Council
members who kowtowed to the larger development communities,
not the smaller builders. He said many of the current Council were
elected with a clear mandate to control growth and improve
infrastructure and the time is now.
Patrick Arnold, 25 Beverly Road, Executive Director of the
Charleston Homebuilders Association, and on behalf of the
homebuilding community, strongly oppose the Building Permit
Allocation program as it goes against both staff’s recommendations,
Planning Commission’s recommendations and by Council’s own
admission in the past that it does not work. He said that it further
violates private property rights and will further expose the Town to
costly litigation, something that has already strained the Town’s
finances. He said the proposed amendments will not protect small
business as they claim. In fact, it would easily delay citizens from
building their homes by six months or more, costing money, and
local contractors their jobs, as discussed earlier. He said further
limiting residential construction will limit supply, which continues to
inflate housing costs and undermine the Town’s plan to address
affordability. He said it is supply and demand economics and if you
artificially restrict supply, prices will skyrocket even more. He said
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the Town is highly dependent on revenue from home construction
and by Council’s own admission, may be running low on money and
will further be forced to cut services and raise taxes. He said while
we understand the need for infrastructure improvements, this will
make those efforts more difficult. He would respectfully request
Council to consider market-friendly options to strengthen the
Town’s tax base, not cost-prohibitive impact fees or others that hurt
local business. For the health of the Town, the taxpayers and the
housing industry, they urge Council not to implement a Building
Permit Allocation program, as the Planning Commission has warned
that it will cause more problems than solutions.
Chuck Laddif, stated that his company is Coastal Premier Homes, and
he is a small custom homebuilder here in Mount Pleasant. He stated
that he is involved in a 28-lot community that will be completed in
the next few months. He said years have been dedicated to this
project as well as funding. He said with the proposed Permit
Allocation program, no bank will allow him to survive without paying
them back in a timely manner. He said as a previous speaker
mentioned, Council is only hurting the small local residents who live
here, work here and employ people here. He understands growth
but believes that Council must take a broader approach to protect
those residents that they really want to protect, which is the local
community.
Ms. Landing stated that this is not an area where she is an expert in.
She said from a personal observation as a resident for the past 14
years and many years going back to the 1980’s, it has been very
upsetting to see places, whether by the comprehensive plan or
zoning, that were intended for commercial businesses and potential
economic development to bring industry to diversify our economy
and services that are much different in many different areas near
existing homes, only to find out that due to the market downturn in
2008 (from what she has read and heard), that many of these areas
became residential developments. Two of those examples are
Bessemer Road and Cambridge Square in Park West. She said these
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were both zoned commercial and or parts of planned development.
She said there are many reasons why this building permit allocation
system was designed. She said that staff has been working on this
for several months, as well as members of Council who have been
on Council for many years and have wanted this program. She said
there is some history here, but for many, it is still fairly new. When
she began hearing in various meetings that Council is going to make
this amendment or do various things, it makes her nervous that
perhaps not all has been done that needs to be done. She said this is
nothing against the Planning Committee’s Chair, because she is
aware that Councilman Bustos has done a great deal of work. When
she has heard as many of the concerns as she did this evening, as
well as in various other meetings, she wonders if more time should
be taken to ensure Council gets this right. She is inclined to slow
growth and would like to ensure that the Town preserves some room
in Mount Pleasant for great companies, so that the Town can also
have great jobs on this side of the bridge. She does not want to put
this program in place with the idea that it will be fixed later. She
believes it should be fixed before it is put in place, even if it means
waiting another month or two. She said in several different areas of
the report, it indicates that there would be 600 more dwelling units
in addition to those that are exempt that are already included;
however, the final numbers show that there are 500 and she would
like to know why.
Mayor Haynie stated that it is what was passed in first reading.
Ms. Landing stated that she thought she had the most recent
document. She said it is also very valid that townhomes not only
provide a little more affordability for young families, as well as
workforce housing for families, but are also very popular with
retirees. She has a concern that the number is so low, and this is one
of the examples where she would like to make the amendment and
take a little more time.
Ms. Whitley stated that she believes Ms. Landing is correct in Part
B.1 where it states the total annual number of residential permits is
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established at a total of 600 dwelling units, yet the table has a total
of 500 dwelling units on line 181, it adds up to 500. She said she does
not know what is missing.
Mr. Ulma stated that for clarification, the other 100 are the 100 units
per year for multi-family. He said there are 500 non-multi-family and
100 multi-family per year for a total of 600. He said the 100 multifamily units are taken off and accumulated into one lump of 500 over
the life of the program. It is treated differently in the way the system
is set up.
Ms. Whitley stated that a number of builders could come in and use
up all 500 permits over the five years.
Mr. Ulma stated that for the multi-family, yes. He said it was set up
differently than the single-family structure.
Ms. Whitley stated that she agrees with staff that the cap of 40
permits is high and the cap of 25 makes more sense to spread it out
more among builders. She is concerned with the cap of 25 that this
will still impact the single family attached and ADU’s, where one
builder could come in a get the majority of those permits with a
larger cap. She would be more in favor of lowering the cap for single
family attached, because in this case, one person could come in and
get all the permits for this category.
Mr. O’Rourke stated that it sounded as if Ms. Landing wanted a slight
delay to go back and re-think this ordinance. He asked if there were
any specific areas, because this has been discussed at length.
Ms. Landing stated that her main concern, because the caps have
already been addressed which is one amendment that is helpful and
one she heard about quite extensively from some of the smaller
builders. She said the one regarding single-family attached and that
number being such a skewed number, both in terms of drop from
what the Town has actually had in the past few years and also in
terms of the total percentage. Because of the fact that we know that
townhomes are slightly more affordable. She asked if it were
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possible to make that amendment in addition or is anyone else even
interested in this addition.
Mr. Owens stated that he believes that everyone on Council realizes
that the Town has seen inundated growth over the past decade,
without much change to infrastructure. He said the philosophy
changed in 2015 after an election and the citizens have asked Council
to slow growth and they have done so since the beginning of 2016.
He said the permit allocation originally brought about in the early
2000’s was implemented when growth was at 13%. He wished that
it had been left in place during that time. However, here we are again
with another permit allocation plan. He said one concern is the
unintended consequences of reducing a number of permits issued
which would affect the amount of revenue the Town would collect
in impact fees for needed infrastructure. He said on one hand, the
Town is asking for developers to pay for impact fees which is
certainly due and then we cut that by reducing the number of
permits, thus reducing the amount of revenue collected. He said this
is a legitimate concern. He said additionally, Council approved a
project last month by DR Horton between US 17 and Billy Swails
Boulevard. He said he believes this was approximately 20+ acres and
he asked Mr. Ulma to provide Council with the number of units that
this development will have. He said in the Planning Committee, the
cap was addressed, which was at 40, which is a reasonable amount.
He said here again is someone such as DR Horton who has done due
diligence with all the financials and many of the other developers
here tonight have also done their due diligence. He said if there is
going to be a cap of 40 units or even 25, it seems that there will be
an entanglement if DR Horton has a development which was just
approved for first reading with approximately 60 homesites on it and
they will have to reallocate this or go into a second year to provide
the additional 20 or 30. He said to avoid this possible entanglement,
he would like to consider, much like the plastics ordinance, to sit
down with the business owners and offer a roll out period so people
are able to understand what is coming and prepare for it. He said he
does not believe it is an unreasonable request and something that
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Council should entertain. He believes that all of Council agrees that
a permit allocation should be in place. Council has heard the citizens
and agree with them. Many Council members ran (for office) on
reducing that growth and have done so by reducing heights,
densities, and implementing impact fees. He said this Council has
been working on this since day one in office and continue to do so
for the citizens they serve. He would ask Council to look at what the
possibilities are for a rollout period. He said he does not wish to see
this Council engage in any legal entanglements with anyone who has
established their due diligence, have their financing in order, have
finished construction and are waiting to pull permits, and have the
Town pull the rug out from beneath them. He said if there is a way
to mitigate this and modify it so that citizens understand what is
coming and prepare for what Council is promoting, he believes they
should have time to do so.
Ms. Whitley moved to amend the motion on the floor to lower the
cap to 25.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that there is a pending motion on the floor and
stated that the motion on the floor would have to be called and
voted on and then a different amendment may be made after that.
Mr. O’Rourke stated that he would like to ask Council members to
clarify. He stated that it would help him if Mr. Owens would advise
Council on how long the delay would be for the rollout period he is
referring to, before the Town institutes the Permit Allocation Plan.
Mr. O’Rourke stated that he does not disagree with Mr. Owens but
does not know if he is referring to one month, three months or
longer.
Mr. Owens stated that Mr. O’Rourke brings up a good point. He said
he does not wish to dictate the time frame, because they had five
months before they were able to bring this to full Council to be
resolved. He said he believes it should be done within that time
frame. He does not believe it should be extended and finds no reason
why it cannot be re-examined in Committee. He is not sure how
many Planning Committee members have met with the business
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owners or developers to find out all of the concerns they had and
something that was amenable that everyone may be able to live
with. He said he does not think the timeframe should exceed what
was discussed in Committee. He believes there are a number of
concerns that were brought out in the Planning Committee and
some of the hot topic issues should be addressed by Committee and
resolved by Committee.
Mr. Cunnane asked Mr. Ulma what the status is of the re-write of
ADU’s and short-term rental rules and asked if this was going to run
up against this and then change these shortly thereafter.
Mr. Ulma stated that staff is primarily looking at the short-term
rental piece.
Mr. Cunnane stated that it is not a mystery that many of the ADU’s
are being used as short-term rentals, so they are connected.
Mr. Ulma stated that Mr. Bustos’ report for later on the agenda
under Planning Committee is that they will be bringing back a
stronger outline and framework for new regulations for the shortterm rentals at the February meeting.
Mr. Bustos stated that the Planning Committee is still reviewing the
ADU’s as they relate to short-term rentals. He said they know
approximately when they are built and may be used for an elderly
family member and when that family member passes, it typically
does not go to another elderly family member and it becomes a
rental. He said this is why the short-term rental is a program they are
still reviewing. He stated that they are currently in the 5th or 6th
month of review and it is issues much like Mr. Cunnane is addressing
that they are looking at. He said short-term rentals are built to rent.
He said they are typically initially built for an elderly family member,
but generally they always become a rental.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he was inquiring on the timeframe and
assumes that it is in the works. He said on the affordable housing
component, he is not an economist and reads the numbers and has
no idea what the adjusted gross income is for Charleston and the
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percentages. He understands that people put a great deal of thought
into it. His concern, which came up with some of the builders, is that
this will impact the ability to build housing for police, firefighters and
teachers here in the Town. He would like to make sure that they will
be exempt with those numbers, given how low their salary is which
is despicable, but asked if they will be able to fall within that
exemption, in order to keep these local builders building for our
police, firefighters and teachers.
Mr. Ulma stated that he believes the area median income for a family
is approximately $74,000; therefore 80% to 120% of the $74,000
figure. He said a single person would be less than this amount. He
said in section 156.079 the maximum sales prices to meet the
workforce housing units, would need to range between $213,000
and $315,000. He stated that this translates the salary into the value
of a home.
Mr. Cunnane stated that there is a reason why he brought this up.
He said in both the police and firefighter realm and in Public Services,
as well, you have people that work for the Town for a low wage in
the hopes of getting a pension and good benefits but are also
working a second and sometime third job on the weekends. He does
not want them to be excluded because they had a good year on their
second or third jobs. He said he would personally like to see an
addition after line 307 to add that “Housing aligned with the salary
of Town first response employees or school teachers and marketing
for their purchase would be exempted from this program”. He said
he does not think anyone would necessarily be against this, but just
does not know if it can be done tonight. He assumes that it can be
added afterwards. He said another thing he would like to look at
changing is the one-year evaluation which comes back to Council for
review and after a recent conversation, the thought was to do this
every six months. He said if we are driving people out of business
and it is a disaster, we have the opportunity to look at it and change
it automatically six months out. He said to change it after line 309 in
the outline, to twice a year.
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Mayor Haynie stated that he would like to bring up a parliamentary
point. Under Roberts Rules of Order, there are primary items and
secondary. He said what is currently on the floor is an amendment
to the wording of the first reading that has passed. He said that in
effect, we are debating a secondary amendment. He said what he
will do is get Council to agree to this and if it is a suspension of the
rules, we are allowed to do this as well. He stated that we do not
want to mess up on a technicality as to what is a secondary, because
under Robert’s Rules of Order, you cannot keep amending what is
already a secondary motion. He stated that Mr. Cunnane suggested
two changes. He said rather than attempt what is secondary and
what cannot take place after, is there a motion on the floor now. He
said that we are not voting on second reading, but an amendment
which would be a primary. He suggested voting on this motion and
then the other amendments can be made.
Ms. Whitley stated that in speaking with Legal Counsel, she believes
it is possible to request from Mr. Bustos.
Mayor Haynie stated that it is actually from the Planning Committee.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that what he believes Ms. Whitley is asking is if
Mr. Bustos would voluntarily change his motion, which is
appropriate. He said the concern is that Council will become involved
in layers of amendments that only relate to portions of amendments.
He said whether it is proper or not, it is confusing to the public and
to this Council which is not what needs to be accomplished. He said
this is why the recommendation is to take one at a time.
Mayor Haynie stated that in order to do so would Council need a
motion to suspend the rules so that this determination is not trying
to be made and just to vote on amendments one at a time.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that this would be the best method so that
Council is not up against the technical issues of what Robert’s Rules
or Order may provide.
Mr. Cunnane made a motion to suspend the rules for discussion of
the building permit allocation system in light of the fact that Council
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has only had three or four days from the Committee meeting. He
stated that Council wants to get this passed, but also wants to get it
right; seconded by Mr. O’Rourke.
Mayor Haynie stated that a two-thirds vote will need to be achieved
in order to suspend the rules.
All present voted in favor of suspending the rules.
Mayor Haynie stated that what is before Council presently is what
was moved first by Mr. Bustos and that is the original ordinance
passed last month and then adding the two items, which are: the
limit of 40 permits and the up to 120% of area median income. He
said this is the primary amendment before Council at this time. He
stated that Council will vote for this amendment and then move to
the other suggested amendments to treat each as a primary so that
Council is not deciding what is primary and what is secondary.
Mr. Pagliarini asked Mr. Ulma to show Proposed Amendment #4
which he believes is the item that is addressed by this amendment.
Mr. Ulma stated that it is one item and the other `amendment #2
deals with the Workforce.
Mr. Bustos stated that this is discussion on the original motion. He
stated that there has been a great deal of discussion on the financial
damage that could happen. He said first, the median home value in
Mount Pleasant is slightly over $400,000. The median property taxes
for that home is approximately $513. He said this is the Mount
Pleasant property tax portion of the consolidated tax bill, not the
entire tax bill. The estimated cost for the Town to provide services
to every home in this Town is approximately $1,300. He said the
home value to break even for the Town at that $1,300 is $1 million
dollars. He stated that a home in Mount Pleasant must be valued at
$1 million dollars in order to provide $1,300 in Town services to
every home. He said to remember that the median tax bill is $513.
He stated that the Town’s impact fees are structured so that the
builder or developer pay 80% of the impact fees (residences). He said
the impact fees for a median house would be approximately $7,665.
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He stated that the builder pays 80% of this, which is $6,132 for a
median home. He said there is a delta there of $1,533 and it is
important to understand that it is the Town that pays the $1,533 to
mitigate the impact of that one house. He said the second part of
that is that if a new house were to come online today or tomorrow
or this month, it would not yield any tax revenue to the Town of
Mount Pleasant until January 2021, because it would not go on the
tax rolls until this September, reported in January of 2020 and then
the taxes would be paid in 2021. He said for two years; however, he
is only going to use one year. He stated that for one year, if the Town
has to provide services from day one, which is $1,300 a year per
residence, then it has to pay $1,533 for the Town’s 20%. He stated
that some Council members wanted development to pay 100%
however, it was decided by Council to be 80%, so the Town’s
taxpayer/resident, must pay the addition $1,533. He said for one
year that new house will cost the Town of Mount Pleasant
approximately $2,800. He said 800 new houses permitted on the
permit allocation will cost the Town $2,240,000 which is what the
Town’s taxpayer will pay to subsidize development. He said with this
permit allocation for 800 houses, it will be $2,240,000. He said what
is happening is that the Town is going down the rails right now and
if we do not slow down, which is costing this Town $2,800 per
residence that is built, we will need to raise impact fees to 100%, as
we probably should have long ago. He said if not, the only relief at
some point when the Town gets through subsidizing building
residential homes, we are looking at a tax increase. He said there is
no other venue. He stated that people are saying that the Town is
not going to get as many impact fees. He stated that the Town is not
drawing enough impact fees now. He said impact fees cannot be
used if something is failing; they cannot be put in the general fund.
He said impact fees must be spent to mitigate the impact and right
now, for every median house, this Town is paying $1,533. He said
while we are talking about all this, he believes that the Town has
been very generous, but thinks it is wrong for the taxpayers of this
Town to be paying approximately $2,800 a year for every new house
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that a builder is building. He said this is something that Council needs
to address and slowing growth is an important thing for this Town,
otherwise, we are emptying the treasury quickly. He stated that this
year, for the 20% of impact fees and possibly two years, providing
services and not collecting taxes and paying the 20% at $2,800 times
800 new homes is $2,240,000.
Mr. Brimmer asked Mr. Ulma if he would explain why townhomes
were separated from single family.
Mr. Ulma stated that it was due to the different unit types. In the
past, they have been mixed. Sometimes they are in the multi-family
group and sometimes in the single family. He said we know it is a
product type, so staff thought that in order to make it clear and
explicit as to the different development types on the residential side,
they created the single family attached, townhome, duplex category
separate from ADU’s, separate from multi-family and separate from
single family detached. He said it can be mixed and matched or
categories moved. He said depending on the policy direction
selected, this is the setup that staff provided.
Mr. Brimmer stated that it seems as if we are making a policy
statement that we would rather have more single-family homes than
townhomes based on the way it is set up now. He said if it were just
one pool we could let the market decide whether there is a need or
desire for more townhomes or single family.
Mr. Ulma said that is a correct statement.
Mr. Brimmer asked if this was an option that the Town could look at.
Mr. Ulma responded in the affirmative.
Mr. Brimmer said that he is hearing from enough Council members
that there is some work to do or things to consider differently from
first reading. He said if the vote for final reading were to take place
and denied, would it begin all over through the normal process.
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Mr. Pagliarini responded in the affirmative and said that ultimate
denial after all the amendments have been made and voted on,
whether approved or not, the denial would start the process over.
Mr. Brimmer asked if this could be brought back up in thirty days and
voted on if final reading was deferred for more work.
Mr. Pagliarini responded in the affirmative and stated that it could
be sooner if a special meeting was called. He stated as staff, they
understand the proposed. He stated that what staff has not done is,
if there are things that are brought up, such as amendments that
have not been contemplated, it is possible that staff would need to
look at the Public Hearing advertisement. He said that the Town does
not want to bring in certain things that have not been vetted at the
public hearing. He said he cannot say what they are, because he does
not know what would be proposed. He is not saying this is likely, but
it is a possibility.
Mr. Brimmer stated that based on the comments in Committee and
here at full Council, he is sympathetic to the smaller builders and
does not want this system to put anyone out of work or close their
doors. He thinks that steps were taken in Committee to address
some of the concerns, but it appears from multiple Council members
here tonight, that there are questions or items that need more
discussion. He said this appears to be turning into a Committee
instead of a Council meeting. If there are enough questions and
enough suggestions for an amendment, perhaps taking thirty days
to fine tune those would have some value. This could also be done
after final reading, because it can always be amended. It sounds as if
there is enough concern that perhaps getting clarity on those items,
especially to address some of the very legitimate concerns that are
being expressed tonight. He does not hear anyone on Council this
evening saying that they do not want permit allocation or that they
do not want growth management. He said we are now talking about
those fine mechanisms within the ordinance and we do not want to
cause damage. He believes this is where Council is right now. He said
it is not whether we want building permit allocation or not, but how
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do we do this in a way that it does not cause damage to our residents
and local business. He believes taking thirty days to discuss this in
Committee where it should take place and coming back with a clean
ordinance might be worthwhile.
Mayor Haynie stated that this is not the motion before Council at this
time. He said we are not able to get to this until Council votes on this
amendment.
Mr. O’Rourke stated that if this gets voted down and Council starts
over again, this would not be a good thing. He said if we take an
additional thirty days, he can live with this.
Ms. Landing stated that with the Planning Commission having voted
unanimously against this, does this change Council’s vote count in
some way.
Mr. Ulma responded in the negative.
Mayor Haynie stated that he would like to address some items that
were said this evening. He directed his question to Mr. Pagliarini and
stated that in the past, when Mount Pleasant did a permit allocation
system, it was adjudicated all the way to the State Supreme Court.
Mr. Pagliarini responded in the negative and said his understanding
was that it went to a circuit judge but was not appealed.
Mayor Haynie stated that it did go to the courts.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that version of it did.
Mayor Haynie asked if permit allocation deemed to be a taking of
any sort.
Mr. Pagliarini stated, “not in that case”.
Mayor Haynie stated that he would like to remind everyone that
unlike the plastics ban and other things that Council has done,
Council is not reinventing the wheel. He said if you attended the
Committee meetings over the past six months, staff provided a chart
of lessons learned from administering this the last time. He said this
is not unchartered territory for the Town of Mount Pleasant. He said
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we are not coming up with a brand-new ordinance. He remembers
some of the staff who were here on that date expressing what they
learned, and it had to do with how to apply this. He said we have the
courts saying it was not a taking, staff is indicating how it can be
tweaked and Mount Pleasant had a permit allocation that worked
for years. He said in reference to townhomes, he lives in an older
townhome that is below the market price in the Town of Mount
Pleasant. Standing on his cul-de-sac Saturday, he learned that people
are being turned down on their mortgages to buy in his townhome
subdivision, because the lenders do not like the ratio of rentals to
owner-occupied. He said the townhomes that are affordable where
people want to live are getting turned down because they are being
bought up if they are reasonably priced and turned into rentals and
some into Air Bnb’s. He knows this is happening in his neighborhood.
He said in reference to ADU’s, there is a chart of how many ADU’s
there are in the Town of Mount Pleasant and it is approximately 150
and are concentrated primarily in I’On and some other
neighborhoods. He said there are 40,000 residential units of every
type in the Town of Mount Pleasant. He said not delaying something
this important that he knows he promised the voters, and believes
most other Council members promised, is this type of growth
management. He stated over .37% of the housing in the Town of
Mount Pleasant are ADU’s. He would also like to remind Council that
a short-term rentals regulation is in the works and Council has the
advantage of learning from Charleston County, the City of Charleston
and other places that have passed these regulations. He said we see
what is happening to affordable housing in the Town of Mount
Pleasant, which is being purchased and turned into short term
rentals. He said when passed, it will preserve a lot of affordable
housing in the Town and will address things such as ADU’s. He added
that Council can pass the permit allocation now and fine tune it as
needed, because 600 building permits are not going to get used up
in six months or by the end of January. He said we have time to fix
this as it evolves. He said the Comprehensive Plan is in the works. He
stated that there are nine aspects of the state law enabling
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comprehensive plans and the timing of the implementation of what
is called for in the comprehensive plan. He said one of the things that
impressed him regarding staff’s work was that it shows us the Town’s
buildout. We are currently dependent upon development and if we
slow this down and the horizon is longer, rather than all at once, we
have time to develop our economy and become a 21st Century
economy instead of a 20th Century economy. He stated that the
Town’s impact fees were not adjusted for over 20 years. The
taxpayers have subsidized this even more so than what Mr. Bustos
mentioned. He said he stood in this Chamber in June, 2018 and in
the State of the Town address, addressed our growth rate that was
3.47% over the past four years. He said at that rate, costs for fire
service are up 50%, calls for police service are up at 49%, although
crime is down 3%, calls to public services are up over 200% from
5,000 a year to 17,000 a year and public school enrollment over the
six years is up 2,492 students. He said 3.47% is not sustainable and
what we have been doing is not sustainable. He said we looked at
this and came up with 2.1% and we have been doing this for months.
He has heard several people say this evening that they want Council
to slow growth, delay, or not do this at all. He said they are all in the
home building business. He said two or three citizens asked us to do
this, but there are approximately 86,000 residents in the Town. We
cannot allow eight people get Council off the work they have been
doing for months and months. He said he sat in on the Committee
meetings and does not know if anyone came but does not remember
anyone saying that they had an issue with this ordinance. He directed
his comment at Council members and stated that the Planning
Committee has been working on this for months. He stated that if
Council had these issues then, it was unanimous at first reading, so
what has happened between first reading and second reading. Who
has Council listened to, to now feel like the work has not been done.
He asked Council who has scared them away from something that
passed unanimously after months of work of a Committee of this
Council. He said when it comes to timing, we can do this. He said we
have been at 1,200 to 1,300 units per year, so if it stays at this rate,
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we would not use these up in six months. He has spoken to
developers and met with one of the planned development
agreement people and asked how many permits they would use. He
was told it would be less than half of what we are calculating, as the
market is not that strong. He said you can always start out strict and
make it more lenient, but you cannot start out lenient and make it
stricter. He stated that if Council agrees, are we prepared to take the
vote on the first amendment which was the original wording of
ordinance 18097 and it sets the limit at 40 per applicant and changes
the definition of affordable housing up to 100% for the area median
income. He said this is the amendment that is before us at this time.
Mr. Owens asked if Mayor Haynie would clarify the parliamentary
procedure. He said a yes vote will accept the motion as stated and a
no vote would be to potentially send it back to Committee.
Mayor Haynie stated that this is only on the amendment, not the
ordinance itself. This is only on the first proposed amendment which
came out of Committee, which is the 40 limit and the definition of
up to 120% of area median income to be classified as affordable. He
said this is all Council is voting on.
Mr. Owens asked if this can be amended later.
Mayor Haynie responded in the affirmative. He said this is why
Council voted on suspending the rules, so each amendment can be
taken one at a time without having to determine what is primary and
what is secondary under Roberts Rules of Order.
Mr. Brimmer, Mr. Bustos, Mr. Cunnane, Ms. Landing, Mr. O’Rourke,
Mr. Owens, Mr. Santos, Ms. Whitley and Mayor Haynie were in favor.
Motion carries unanimously.
Mayor Haynie stated that this brings Council to vote on final reading
as amended.
Mr. Pagliarini added, “or if there are any other amendments
proposed”.
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Mr. Owens made a motion to defer this back to Committee; Ms.
Landing seconded the motion for discussion.
Mayor Haynie asked Mr. Owens to clarify if this is to defer the actual
ordinance back to Committee.
Mr. Owens stated that any other amendments can be discussed in
Committee.
Mayor Haynie stated that the ordinance at this time has an
amendment which has been approved and is now part of this
ordinance. He said this ordinance would go back with those two
amendments which is what Mr. Owens is requesting be deferred
back to the Planning Committee.
Mr. Owens stated that any other additions that need to be done,
should be done at the Committee level.
Mayor Haynie stated that this will effectively defer this ordinance for
thirty days. He is not sure what the desired outcome or what Council
believes is going to happen in the next Committee meeting that has
not already happened in the last five or six Planning Committee
meetings. This is what he sees as the weakness of sending this back
to Committee.
Ms. Landing stated that in Committee, she made comments as a
member of the public that were about hearing things from some of
the smaller builders. She said Mayor Haynie asked where these
builders were for the past several months of discussion. She said it is
true that Council only heard comments from these builders for the
first time. She said there are a few ideas, one of which addresses her
concern earlier about why the townhome number is so low, which
was also brought up by one of the builders. She said pooling the
single family and single family attached is an idea by Councilman
Brimmer that she believes has a great deal of merit but does need to
be considered more deeply. She said it is not that something
changed from last time and Council was unanimous in their vote to
see growth managed better and permit allocation as a way to
accomplish this. However, we do realize that unintended
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consequences can be addressed up front rather than passing
something that is not a good ordinance. She said if this means taking
another month to add additional amendments, she does not see
how this will change much.
Mayor Haynie directed his question to Legal Counsel and said if this
goes back to Committee and is substantially changed, at what point
does this start the process all over again.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that there would need to be a substantial
departure from what was advertised to the public. He stated that the
ordinance would need to substantially change based on what was
advertised for the public hearing.
Mr. Cunnane stated that what Mr. Pagliarini is saying is that what he
has heard this evening would not trigger another public hearing, so
this could be done tonight.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that based on what Planning Committee sent
forward as proposed through the Planning Department as proposed
changes or possible amendments, he does not believe would
necessitate another public hearing.
Mr. Cunnane said this business that someone got to Council
members, yes, we spoke to the public at length, but only had four
days to do so, which is unusual. He stated that it also took an unusual
path, because it went from first reading back to Planning
Commission, then back to Council in an abbreviated time span
because of the holiday. He believes Council can get this done tonight.
He stated that he is in favor of it, but thinks it needs these three or
four amendments and Council could be done with it.
Mayor Haynie stated that the motion is to defer this back to the
Planning Committee.
Mr. Ulma stated that there are the other two amendments that staff
had indicated, which are minor administrative amendments that
Council may wish to consider including. He said the first is to not
allow you to move from one category or pool to another and the
other that allows staff to issue procedural activities. He said it would
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be helpful if those two were addressed as part of Council’s
deliberations, as well as any other amendments that Council wishes.
Mayor Haynie stated that Council must vote on whether to defer the
ordinance or not, which is the current motion on the floor. He stated
that if the motion is defeated, then Council will proceed with
amendments and attempt to pass second reading.
Mr. Owens directed his question to Legal Counsel and said based on
the current position of this ordinance, what kind of legal unintended
consequences are being discussed with projects that exceed the 40home cap who have already had their due diligence and their
financing in place.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that Mr. Owens has asked for a significantly
difficult answer at this point and whatever comes out of Legal
Counsel’s mouth, as far as opinion, is for the benefit of Council. He
stated that what Legal Counsel says potentially, whether in favor,
positive or negative, could be used against the Town. He said their
objective is to protect the Town and do not wish to arm anyone with
insight to damage the Town or its citizens. He said that is the type of
question that is appropriate. He said Legal is happy to do it, but this
is what the attorney/client privilege is for.
Mr. Owens stated that this is one of the concerns he has, which is
why it needs to be discussed and hammered out in Committee and
not under this setting.
Mr. Bustos stated that with regard to unintended consequences, if
the Planning Committee knew what intended consequences might
happen, they would have been addressed. By its definition of
unintended consequences, he believes they would need to see
something happen first before they could say, “that may be an
unintended consequence”. He said no one knows what that
unintended consequence may be.
Mr. Owens stated that it could also be foresight in trying to head off
anything like that from happening.
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Ms. Landing stated that she senses many times with subjects that are
even less integral to everything going on in our Town than this, that
we get fatigued because we have to go over and over them. She said
we had one thing related to a housing that went back and forth for
months and it was a very small matter. She said she would like to let
the public know that we are not talking about “kicking the can down
the road” at all but making sure that when Council passes this
ordinance that it is right, and that Council will not have to come back
and fix a lot of things later. She said we can say all we want about six
or seven months of work, which is commendable, but Council has
come up with several amendments in the last 48 hours. She said
clearly, this ordinance could use more work. Is there one more
amendment out there that Council would rather have in place? She
said jerry-rigging solutions at the last minute feels artificial and this
is definitely an effort on the part of the Town to control the free
market and fix something that Council feels is a glaring problem. She
stated that we are going to do that but would like to make sure that
Council gets it right.
Mr. O’Rourke stated that what concerns him is that although wellintended, the deferral issue was made by people that are not on the
Planning Committee. He is worried that when we have the Planning
Committee and this agenda item comes up, the Planning Committee
members are going to be looking at each other, because they do not
have specific things that they have been asked to go back and
address. He said one of the things that Mr. Cunnane said that made
sense is that Council is likely only two or three amendments away
from finalizing this ordinance. He said at least they will be brought
up, so Council will know what they are. He said if this vote goes
through and this ordinance goes back to the Planning Committee,
we might embarrass ourselves.
Mayor Haynie stated that a yes vote will defer this back to the
Planning Committee and a no vote will move this ordinance on as an
item for second reading.
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Mr. Bustos, Mr. Cunnane, Mr. O’Rourke, Mr. Santos, Ms. Whitley, Mr.
Brimmer and Mayor Haynie were opposed for deferral. Ms. Landing
and Mr. Owens were in favor of deferral. Motion to defer fails 7-2.
Mayor Haynie called for a short recess at 8:01 p.m., and reconvened
the meeting at 8:14 p.m.
Mayor Haynie stated that there is currently an amended ordinance
18097, Building Permit Allocation program and now comes to this
Council to pass it as it currently stands or to offer amendments.
When the rules were suspended on this ordinance, rather than
determining primary and secondary, that each amendment would be
taken separately. As Chairman, he would like to suggest that if we
have housekeeping items that were suggested by staff that have
been discussed, to move forward and get those items included.
Mr. Bustos made a motion to amend the ordinance to adopt the
elements that Mr. Ulma presented and also that the ordinance is
amended to have staff’s recommendation of 25 (permits) instead of
40; seconded by Mr. Cunnane.
Mayor Haynie asked for clarification on staff’s recommendations.
Mr. Ulma stated that it would be amendment #3.
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Mr. Ulma stated that it would also be amendment #1.

Mayor Haynie stated that Mr. Bustos’ motion also changes the single
recipient number from 40 down to 25.
Mr. Owens added that it would be semi-annual.
Mr. Cunnane stated that this one was obvious at the Planning
Committee meeting that everyone morphed during the Committee
meeting and took input from the public. He said staff came back with
it yesterday and it is not the ideal setup, but it is here and ready to
go, so we should pass these three.
All present voted in favor.
Mr. Bustos made a motion for approval of final reading of the
amended ordinance.
Ms. Landing stated that she had another amendment.
Mr. Bustos withdrew his motion.
Ms. Landing made a motion that we adopt the policy that the Town
had in the last Permit Allocation of guaranteeing builders one per
quarter, four per year as a minimum, which will protect our small
builders and to allow a pooling of single family and single family
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attached so that the free market can determine whether townhouses
are needed more or single family houses are needed more.
Mayor Haynie asked Ms. Landing to state the second portion of her
motion again.
Ms. Landing stated that the two parts are that; one, would guarantee
one per quarter or four per year permit minimum to protect our
smaller builders and; second, is to pool the single family and single
family attached into one category together for the sake of having as
many townhouses that are needed within that number as opposed
to a fixed number.
Mayor Haynie asked if the pooling is single family and multi family.
Ms. Landing responded in the negative and stated that it is single
family and single family attached which is a different category.
Mr. Brimmer seconded the motion for discussion.
Mr. Ulma stated that this would be 210 plus the 30-single family so
there would be a combined pool of 240 per semi-annual allocation
period.
Mr. DeMoura stated that not regarding the latter combination of
pooling; however, with regard to the administration of the initial
amendment, he will also ask the Planning Director to comment;
however, it seems to severely complicate the administration of the
program. He said what if all the permits at the end are out and
someone comes in and states that they are a recently created LLC
and now they are guaranteed a permit. He said he is not sure how
staff would administrate this and can see it more as a circumvention
of the ordinance. He stated that he has concerns.
Mr. Ulma stated that staff agrees with Mr. DeMoura on this portion.
He stated that when this was structured in the prior ordinance, you
would receive all applications at one time, so it was not first come,
first serve. It would all come in and staff knew what they were
dealing with at that time. He said they would give everyone one and
see what is left over to pro-rate out. He said doing that shifts the
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approach from a first come, first serve (and staff would track it), to
needing everyone to apply and know what they were working with
all at one time. Staff would be tasked with administering all of it and
figuring out how to issue permits. He stated that it changes the shape
of the program.
Mayor Haynie asked what would stop someone from forming a new
LLC for every home they want to build, and they state that they are
guaranteed four permits a year. He said he would see this as a way
to completely circumvent the program.
Mr. Brimmer asked Ms. Landing to consider in her motion to split the
two items.
Ms. Landing withdrew her motion. She stated that this is where there
are multiple and unintended consequences, because this was
brought up as something good about the last permit allocation
program.
Ms. Landing made a motion that we pull the single family and single
family attached so as not to determine how much ahead of time by
our standards, townhomes should be and to pool them as one
number; seconded by Mr. Brimmer.
Mayor Haynie asked staff if they see any issues with this
amendment, based on experience.
Mr. DeMoura responded in the negative.
Mr. Brimmer stated that as an intended consequence of this, you
would have the same number of structures being built on less
property, so perhaps more greenspace can be maintained. He said it
could be a benefit in terms of keeping Mount Pleasant greener.
All present voted in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Owens made a motion to amend the ordinance, as amended, to
include a rollout period of a space of six months prior to
implementation.
Ms. Landing asked if it is possible to second Mr. Owens motion, but
to tie it to the Town’s fiscal year of July 1st.
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Mr. Owens agreed with July 1st.
Ms. Landing seconded the motion.
Mayor Haynie asked if this is a date certain of July 1st or six months
from final reading.
Mr. Owens stated to tie it to the fiscal date of July 1st which many of
the ordinances are.
Mayor Haynie asked if the program would begin on July 1st regardless
of whatever else happens.
Mr. Owens responded in the affirmative and said it gives everyone
an opportunity to prepare.
Ms. Landing agreed.
Mr. Bustos stated that we just went through the numbers and it is
just like impact fees, because we keep kicking the can down the road
and the Town loses money. He stated that Council is getting ready
for their annual retreat where we are trying to find funding to build,
but we are going to continue to give it away to subsidize building. He
said it is just wrong. He said we need to do this. We have been
working on this and it is time to get this done and stop the nickel and
dime delaying tactics.
Mr. Owens stated that there are no tactics.
Ms. Landing and Mr. Owens were in favor. All others present were
opposed. Motion fails 7-2.
Mayor Haynie stated that we now have before us an amended
ordinance on the Building Permit Allocation program. He stated that
it has come from Committee.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he has a two-part amendment to the
ordinance.
Mr. Cunnane made a motion to add line 309 to change the evaluation
process to twice a year instead of once a year and then after line 307
to add a provision that staff promulgate rules to encourage the
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issuance of permits for housing design for Town police, Town
firefighters, Town Public Service employees, as well as teachers.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that this is a procedural matter. He said what
Mr. Cunnane is reading is a draft and line 307 has not been adopted
as an amendment but was proposed. He suggested Mr. Cunnane’s
motion start at line 309, which is Section 156.080 Monitoring an
Evaluation. He asked Mr. Cunnane if he would like this to be
evaluated every six months.
Mr. Cunnane responded in the affirmative.
Mr. Owens seconded the motion.
Mr. Haynie stated that for clarification, does this exempt people in
that work category.
Mr. Cunnane stated that it does. He stated that staff is going to be
evaluating the program as we made another amendment to do so.
He stated that as part of another direction, staff may promulgate
rules to encourage housing for these critical Town employees. He
said part of it is really a Town policy issue. He asked if the Town wants
their firefighters coming from Santee and Moncks Corner. They are
entitled to live wherever they want, but if we need to call them in, it
is certainly better and safer if they are coming from close by. He said
some of the smaller builders advised that they were interested in
helping that particular demographic and he would like to encourage
it. He stated that it will not change the allocations dramatically, as it
has already been done for low and moderate-income housing.
Mayor Haynie asked if this was an exemption or to promulgate.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he is not attempting to write it this evening
but is attempting to allow staff to promulgate rules to allow this.
Ms. Whitley stated that she would like to split the motion into two
parts, because she has serious concerns about putting in specific
jobs. There is a wide range of salaries within those jobs and
depending on who their spouse is, they could be married to a doctor
or a lawyer. She said the purpose of doing affordable housing or
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workforce housing is that it is tied to a salary or dollar number of the
family, not particular careers. She would like to ask Mr. Cunnane to
split that motion into two parts.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he will split the motion.
Mayor Haynie asked for clarification.
Mr. Cunnane withdrew his previous motion.
Mr. Cunnane made a motion that we have a twice a year review;
seconded by Mr. Owens.
Mayor Haynie stated that staff will review the program twice a year
and report back.
Mr. Brimmer stated that he would like to hear from staff on how
time intensive it is to create that report, and will it be a burden on
staff or fairly easy to accomplish.
Mr. Ulma stated that he believes staff will be able to provide this, as
they will be tracking and monitoring and will have the information
available when they need to generate the report.
All present voted in favor for the amendment to have an evaluation
twice a year.
Mr. Cunnane made a motion to include a provision that staff
promulgate rules to encourage the issuance of permits designed for
Town Police, Town Firefighters, Public Service employees, as well as
teachers; seconded by Mr. Owens for discussion.
Mayor Haynie asked for clarification if this was only for Town of
Mount Pleasant.
Mr. Cunnane stated that the reason is that we have firefighters who
come from home to the Town. He said the Town has had fires where
he knows for a fact someone came from Santee and another from
Moncks Corner. He said you cannot do this in fifteen minutes unless
you come by helicopter. He said if the Town can encourage them to
live closer, it helps across the board. He said one of the big things
that has been uncovered in the Fire Committee for four months, is
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that staffing is inadequate; it is clearly inadequate and not even
debatable and one of the ways we rely on them, such as the St.
Andrews fire, is to call them from home. He said if they live closer,
they are more effective for the Town. He said this is why he is
pushing to encourage this now as part of this ordinance, while it is
being addressed.
Mayor Haynie stated that this is to encourage this; however, Council
is not actually writing the specifics of how it works but asking staff to
review and encourage.
Mr. Cunnane stated that it can be done either way.
Mayor Haynie stated that this is to take Mr. Cunnane’s concern
under consideration; however, it does not mean that this will be
done tomorrow. He said it indicates that one goal is to find a way to
encourage it.
Ms. Whitley stated that the goal of having this provision is to
promote workforce and promote police, fire and teachers, but it is
also to promote those making below 120% of the median income of
the Town. If there is a generic statement saying that the goal of this
provision is to encourage the Town of Mount Pleasant, she could be
supportive, but she does not know that this has any substance,
because she does not understand what “promulgate rules” means
and what sort of rules would the Town implement and how nebulous
it is.
Mr. Cunnane stated that if a builder comes and indicates that a
teacher is purchasing the home, but they are out of allocations, the
Town can make the exemption because it benefits the Town.
Ms. Whitley stated that increasing the total number as long as it is a
teacher or a Town employee purchasing the house.
Mr. Cunnane stated that especially Town employees who have to be
here during hurricanes. They are worth having close by.
Mayor Haynie stated that the motion does not go into these details.
He stated that he knows Mr. Cunnane does not want anyone playing
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games with this and we will get to those regulations, but this is an
aspirational goal to review. He said this is a mission critical item for
the Town. He said we went through a heavy equipment drill and
realized that the Town’s heavy equipment operators do not live in
the Town of Mount Pleasant. He understands this, but there is no
way Council is going to be able to hammer out the details of this
tonight.
Mr. Bustos stated that this is exactly the type of thing that deserves
a discussion at the Planning Committee, because we are going to
need details. He said he knows Ms. Whitley has questions and he
does, too. He said he would like to ensure that the Town is not
offering something that cannot be accomplished and that an
expectation is created that Council may not be able to provide. He
said there may be something other than permit allocation where this
may fit as a general goal of the Town, but it needs more discussion.
He said tying it to permit allocation may work against it.
Mr. Cunnane said that he is not an economist and does not know
where the averages come from (the 80% to 120%). If he sees a police
officer who is at 121%, he would hate to see them excluded. He said
the idea is trying to keep them in this mix. He said both chiefs (Fire
and Police chiefs) just advised him that they have a portion of their
workers that do not move into the Town, which is fine. However,
there are a number of them that live in other places but would love
to be in the Mount Pleasant school district. He said it would benefit
the Town to have them close.
Mr. Bustos stated that this may be a good thing to poll as there may
be more people who would prefer not to live in the Town than those
that want to. He said it would be advantageous to find out.
Mr. Cunnane stated that staff can accomplish this, and the builders
seem to imply that they are going to help the first responders. He
said if we put this in place, it will hurt the first responders. He would
like to throw it back into the builders’ court and have them build for
the first responders.
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Mr. Bustos stated that if someone wanted to attend the Planning
Committee meeting and pitch this idea from the development
community, the Committee would listen.
Mr. O’Rourke stated that he has been paying very close attention to
“Housing for All Mount Pleasant” and what they are doing. He said
they are addressing this in a good way. He said he wished they would
have shown their hand before they requested funding from the
Town for $50,000. He said what they are doing is really great and
many of these ideas will be addressed. He said they have great ideas
to solve this without too much of Council’s involvement, which is
good.
Mr. Santos stated that years ago when he wrote the “no smoking“
ordinance for the Town, private bars and clubs wanted to be exempt
because they were private. He said the attorney for the Town at the
time said that they could not draw a line down the middle and say
that either side could do their own thing. He said he thinks this is a
legal issue that the Town needs to be careful of if supporting one
group over another. He believes that Legal Counsel needs to advise
Council on whether or not this can be done to avoid any legal issues.
Mr. Cunnane stated that when this was discussed earlier, he
suggested having staff review it and if staff indicates that Legal
Counsel advised that it cannot be accomplished, then it is done.
Mr. Santos stated that there is a motion on this.
Mayor Haynie stated that as he understands it, this does not institute
it, but makes it a goal to look and see if there is a way to accomplish
this. He said if Legal Counsel indicates that it cannot be done, then it
ends this discussion. He said it does not establish it, but only looks at
it.
Ms. Whitley was opposed. All others present were in favor. Motion
carries 8-1.
Mayor Haynie stated Council has made amendments to the
ordinance 18097, Permit Building Allocation program. He said if
there are no other amendments, Council is ready to pass second
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reading of the Building Permit Allocation program. He asked if there
were any other amendments or discussion. He stated that he will call
for the vote to pass this ordinance, as amended.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that a motion is required.
Mr. Bustos made a motion to approve second reading, as amended;
seconded by Mr. Owens.
Mr. Cunnane thanked Mayor Haynie for all the deliberation this
evening.
He said the real challenge, when Council passes this
ordinance, is that Council needs the infrastructure and Town services
to catch up; Council needs to make this happen now. He said now
the real work is ahead of Council, such as the inadequately staffed
Fire Department which is no longer a debate and a proven fact. The
Police Department also needs more staffing. Our road situation
needs to be upgraded. The real work comes ahead and getting this
done is great, but the next phase and the reason Council is putting
this in, is to do the catch up. He said we need to make sure and catch
these things up.
Mr. Cunnane, Ms. Landing, Mr. O’Rourke, Mr. Owens, Mr. Santos,
Ms. Whitley, Mr. Brimmer, Mr. Bustos and Mayor Haynie were in
favor. Motion to approve ordinance 18097, as amended, carries
unanimously.
Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
NEW BUSINESS
First Reading: An Ordinance to amend Chapter 156, Zoning Code,
pertaining to Telecommunications Towers by adding a new Section
156.121 regulating Small Wireless Facilities (Ord. No. 19001)
Mr. Ulma stated that this is an amendment to the Zoning Code to
add provisions that deal with small wireless telecommunications
facilities. He said staff has been working on this for quite some
time. He said this is an emerging technology and these facilities are
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proposed to be located in rights-of-way and our current ordinance
does not address this technology. He said there are still provisions
that deal with the larger towers and this adds another section that
would deal with the small cell facilities. He said this is built on a
model ordinance that was put forth by the Municipal Association of
South Carolina. He stated that some of the key features are that the
Town establish all the standards and requirements. Fees and costs
are spelled out in the ordinance and to amend the fee schedule will
require a public hearing. Federal and State law lay out review
timelines and also deal with heights and a large portion of the
changes made most recently deal with design guidelines and
aesthetic requirements for these to be located in our community,
including a hierarchy of preferred locations. He said the Town
would prefer it on an existing pole versus locating a brand new
wooden pole that does not look as attractive if there are other
options.
Mr. Bustos moved for approval; seconded by Ms. Whitley. All
present voted in favor.
Mr. DeMoura read FIRST READING BY TITLE ONLY.
B. OLD BUSINESS
1. Final Reading: An Ordinance providing for an amendment to the
Pepper Tract PD, Planned Development District Ordinance (Ord.
No. 11048, as amended) by amending the square footage
limitations on buildings associated with specific uses as identified
in “Attachment E: Permitted Uses for RC and I Zoning
Classifications.” (Ord. No. 18046)
Mr. Ulma stated that there is another request to defer this for one
additional month.
Mr. Brimmer made a motion to approve the deferral; seconded by
Mr. Bustos.
Mr. DeMoura stated that there are residents signed up to speak.
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Mayor Haynie stated that there is a motion to defer, so Council
cannot have discussion on something that is not before Council.
Ms. Whitley directed a procedural question at Legal Counsel and
stated that all these residents are signed up to speak and came to
speak on this agenda item and although there is a motion for
deferral, shouldn’t these residents be allowed to speak.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that the rules provide that people have the
opportunity to speak at the beginning of the meeting and believes
it is the Chairman’s decision and ultimately, if there is an appeal
because of the Chairman’s decision, then Council may vote on this
to allow them to speak or not.
Ms. Landing stated for clarification, because of conversations
back and forth with both sides, she would like to say that the
information was very much adopted to a meeting that Mr. Cook
had with the neighbors that came to the Town and staff very late
today. She said it is because of this that Council and the residents
would want this to be included as part of the vote. This is the
reason it is being deferred because it was too late to put it into
the ordinance which is more favorable to the neighborhood.
Mr. Bustos stated that this item has been back and forth a number
of times and would suspect that it has been changed significantly.
He said if everyone remembers, right after the election, we were
having things changed, just as this item was a few minutes before
the meeting. He said it was not fair to Council members to make
a decision without reading everything. He said Council decided at
that time that if there were significant changes, it would go back
to the Planning Commission rather than having the Planning
Committee trying to arbitrate all the changes when previous
considerations no longer applied. He would suggest that rather
than deferring this, to go all the way back to the Planning
Commission and outline all those changes that have happened to
the Planning Committee.
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Mr. Cunnane made a motion to appeal the decision of the
Chairman and allow the homeowners to speak, because it seems
clear that they may have something important to say and it may
be their last night coming here if everything aligns right on this.
He said it is late, so this is his motion.
Mayor Haynie stated that he does not necessarily view this as the
decision of the Chairman, but rather what is specified by Roberts
Rules or Order. Council must abide, by ordinance, that this
discussion is limited to the motion that is before the body.
Mr. Cunnane stated that Legal Counsel has already instructed that
a motion to appeal the decision of the Chairman was in order.
Mayor Haynie stated that he is not sure this is the decision of the
Chairman and asked if there is a second to Mr. Cunnane’s motion.
Ms. Landing asked what the motion is.
Mayor Haynie stated that the decision of the Chairman is that
Roberts Rules of Order prohibits Council from having discussion
or hearing input on items that are not before Council or that there
is no motion for. He said what we would do is listen to people
discuss something for which there is no motion or vote this
evening. He said this is why he ruled the way he did. He said the
motion before us is to defer.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he did not receive a second to his
motion.
Mr. Cunnane made a motion to approve. He stated that we can
get this on the floor and vote it down, but at least the residents
may speak.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that there is already a motion on the floor to
defer.
Ms. Landing stated that she has another comment on the
deferral.
Mr. Brimmer stated that he is not sure Council knows what the
comments are yet, because they have not been spoken, whether
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they are on topic or not. He said they asked to speak but did not
say what they wanted to speak about.
Mayor Haynie stated that he does not want to see our citizens
come out time and time again, get deferred and have to continue
to come out. However, he also does not want to violate Roberts
Rules of Order by a ruling of the Chairman. He said if Council
wishes to vote to overrule this, he would be agreeable to this.
Ms. Landing stated that the reason for adding more comments is
to clarify again and knows, because she has listened back and
forth on this. She said the changes that are being made are simply
an accommodation by the developer, Mr. Cook, who has asked
for this amendment to the ordinance and they are all to
accommodate more buffer space and a berm. She stated that Mr.
Cook is simply attempting to work hard to work with the
neighbors by listening and meeting with them individually. She
said if this is sent back to the Planning Commission, we are saying
that you are essentially punished with a much longer process for
trying to work with the neighbors. She said this is not a significant
change and if it was, Mr. Ulma would let them know.
Mayor Haynie stated that if the motion is to defer it does not
necessarily send it to the Planning Commission, because the
motion did not state this.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that he cannot say as to what the proposed
changes would be.
Mr. Ulma stated that the changes, as Ms. Landing mentioned,
deal with the continued discussions of buffering and separation
between the existing residents and the future proposed
development. He said first reading was held and final reading of
this ordinance needs to be conducted by February or it will be
denied. He said staff just received the language and believes it is
workable and something they are able to administer and would
suggest continuing it until February. He said staff will review the
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language and will provide it to Council prior to the February Town
Council meeting.
Mayor Haynie asked if Council is prepared to vote on the deferral.
He stated that this item will come back to Council at the February
Town Council meeting.
Ms. Whitley stated that echoing Mr. Brimmer’s concern, the
changes that were proposed that they have discussed, she feels
even with the deferral, it is useful for Council to have this
information in advance of the February meeting. She would like
for the residents to have the opportunity to speak since they are
all here.
Mr. Brimmer agreed with Ms. Whitley and said the item here is
not the deferral, but the agenda item. He said residents came
here to speak on the agenda item and have a right to do so.
Mr. Santos said he would like to clarify that the residents had the
opportunity to speak in the beginning of the meeting. He said he
wrote that ordinance which was intended to allow the citizens to
come up and address Council on any issue they had at the
beginning of the meeting. He said that he has seen it change and
it is morphing into other things. He said any time during the
meeting, anyone can raise their hand and get up and talk about
an issue. He said the intent of the ordinance he wrote was for
citizens to address their issues at the beginning of a meeting.
Mr. Brimmer said he understands, but three times this evening,
the Mayor has offered the public to speak on specific agenda
items, so to not do it this time….
Mayor Haynie interrupted and stated that it is because those
items were up for a vote and this one is not. The vote is for
deferral.
Mr. Cunnane stated that we have gotten to the point with the
two-minute comments at both Committee meetings and Town
Council meetings where we are telling people to speak now, but
you can speak later if you want. He said we have discouraged the
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50 people all at once, maybe not intentionally, but it happens at
both Committees and at Council. He said to tell them “no” now
after they have waited all this time, it is out of respect that they
should be able to speak one way or another.
Ms. Landing stated that she does not even know if it is possible at
this point, since this was just decided upon by Mr. Cook this
afternoon, submitting it late this afternoon, that the comments
are even going to be relevant. He may have already addressed
them. He said the written version is not even available at this
time, so she believes it would be more helpful to have this
information in advance so that the residents could decide if they
like it or not.
Mayor Haynie stated that if the motion to defer this is voted
down, the item is up for a vote and everyone who came to speak
may speak.
Mr. Brimmer stated that he would like to call the question on the
deferral; seconded by Ms. Whitley.
Mr. Cunnane opposed. All others present were in favor to call the
question on the deferral.
Mayor Haynie stated that we are now voting on the motion to
defer this item. He stated that a yes vote defers this and comes
back to Council at the February Town Council meeting with
changes. He said if this is voted down, then the item is up for a
vote.
Ms. Landing, Mr. O’Rourke, Mr. Owens, Mr. Brimmer and Mr.
Cunnane were in favor of deferral.
Mr. Santos, Ms. Whitley, Mr. Bustos and Mayor Haynie were
opposed.
Motion to defer carries 5-4.
Mayor Haynie stated that the motion to defer passes and this
item will come back to Town Council at the February Council
meeting. He said once the agenda is published and an item is on
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there, he fails to understand how that item can be significantly
changed prior to it coming for debate when it has come from
Committee with a recommendation and then between the time
the agenda was published and tonight, it is a completely different
proposal and does not understand the legality.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that once a motion or an ordinance passes
first reading, Council is under no obligation to make any
amendments. Meaning, any proposed changes by any applicant
may be considered if they trigger a new public hearing and staff
would advise. He said Council is under no obligation at that time
to take on any changes if Council does not wish to do so. He said
it is specific but does not believe Council is obligated to answer
your question.
Mayor Haynie stated that in this case, this item is deferred until
the February Town Council meeting.
2. Final Reading: An Ordinance to amend the Coaxum Tract PD-CD,
Planned Development – Conservation Design District, to adopt an
official Planned development District Zoning Map. Property is
described as an approximately 20.45 acre tract of land located off
Billy Swails Boulevard, between Crystal Drive and Yough Hall
Road, identified by TMS Nos. 578-00-00-128, 578-00-00-129, 57800-00-167, 578-00-00-168, and 578-00-00-217, and depicted on a
plat recorded by the Charleston County ROD Office in Plat Book
L16, Page 0315. (Ord. No. 18098)
Mr. Brimmer moved for final reading; seconded by Ms. Whitley.
Mr. Owens stated that last month he asked how many units
would be available for this 20.45 acre property, that he believes
DR Horton is developing.
Mr. Ulma stated this development is now known as Moore’s
Landing instead of the Coaxum tract and the sketch plan approval
indicated 55 lots.
All present voted in favor.
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Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
3. Final Reading: An Ordinance providing for the annexation of an
approximately 1.6 acre tract of land located at 789 Bulls Bay
Boulevard, identified ty TMS No. 632-00-00-142 and depicted as
Lot 62 on a plat recorded by the Charleston County ROD Office in
Plat Book IH, Page 44-45. (Ord. No. 18099)
Mr. Bustos moved to approve final reading for annexations
contained in items #3 and #4; seconded by Ms. Whitley. All
present voted in favor.
Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
4. Final Reading: An Ordinance providing for the annexation of an
approximately 7.8 acre tract of land comprised of three parcels
and described as follows: (i) an approximately 3.88 acre tract of
land located off Boston Grill Road, identified by TMS No. 577-0000-086 and depicted on a plat recorded by the Charleston County
ROD Office in Plat Book L09, Page 0019; (ii) an approximately 2.92
acre tract of land located off Boston Grill Road identified by TMS
No. 577-00-00-318 and depicted as Lot 2 on a plat recorded by
the Charleston County ROD Office in Plat Book L18 Page 0212; and
(iii) an approximately 1.00 acre tract of land located at 1592
Boston Grill Road, identified by TMS No. 577-00-00-181 and
depicted as Lot 5 on a plat recorded by the Charleston County
ROD Office in Plat Book CH, Page 210. (Ord. No. 18100)
[Approved with item #3]
Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
5. Final Reading: An Ordinance to amend the Vested Rights Division
of Chapter 156 of the Mount Pleasant Code of Ordinances, Zoning
Code Section 156.049, to amend provisions related to extensions
of Vested Rights and prohibitions for approval thereof. (Ord. No.
18101)
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Mr. Bustos moved for approval of final reading; seconded by Ms.
Whitley.
Mayor Haynie stated that this also has in the ordinance that
approval by one body or one Commission does not guarantee
vested rights unless they are vested in general.
Mr. Ulma stated that the body that originally approved a vesting
plan, whatever that site-specific development plan is, then the
original approval body is the one that would review any
extensions.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that in addition, each board and commission
only has authority to approve a vested right within their specified
authority.
Mayor Haynie stated that it does not convey general vested
development rights.
Mr. Pagliarini responded in the affirmative.
All present voted in favor.
Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
6. Final Reading: An Ordinance to rezone from CO, Conservation
Open Space District, to AB, Areawide Business District, two
parcels in their entirety and described as follows: I) an
approximately 0.13 acre tract of land located on Scott Street,
identified by TMS No. 517-16-00-036, and depicted as Lot 69 on a
plat recorded by the Charleston County ROD Office in Plat Book F,
Page 026; and II) an approximately 0.13 acre tract of land located
at 214 Lucas Street, identified by TMS No. 517-16-00-055, and
depicted as Lot 76 on a plat recorded by the Charleston County
ROD Office on Plat Book F, Page 026. Both properties to remain
in the Coleman Boulevard Overlay District. (Ord. No. 18102)
Mr. Owens moved for approval; seconded by Mr. Bustos. All
present voted in favor.
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Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
7. Final Reading: An Ordinance to amend Chapter 150, Building
Regulations, by adding a new section establishing new
procedures and guidelines ensuring the protection of property
from unmanaged stormwater and construction site sediment
while minimizing impacts to existing trees and buffers. New
guidelines shall apply to all properties in the Town of Mount
Pleasant on which a single family detached residence is a
permitted use. Also proposed is an amendment to chapter 153,
Stormwater Management and Water Quality, by increasing the
Single Family Residential National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Fee from $25 to $225. (Ord. No. 18103)
Mr. Bustos moved for final reading; seconded by Ms. Whitley.
Ms. Landing stated that when this was first presented at the last
meeting, she did vote in favor. She said it was because of the
explanation of how this applies. She said this is slightly obscure.
She said the way it was explained was, for example, in the Old
Village there is a small home that is being demolished and a much
larger home is being built. They have to regrade the property and
in so doing, may create a terrible runoff situation for their
neighbors. This whole process will potentially require multiple
inspections by Town officials who are specialists in this field. She
said in the past by charging $25 to the developer for this process,
it is very clear to her that the rest of the Town’s taxpayers are
underwriting the cost of the property being redeveloped. She said
this did not appear to be fair to the rest of the Town’s taxpayers.
She said upon further inspection herself, what this also means is
that if there is a developer with 40 properties; a 16 lot and a 24lot property. She said the way this would apply is if he is having
his inspections for this, instead of having to pay $1,000 to have
his lots inspected, he is now having to pay $9,000 to have them
inspected. She said this does not seem fair in a situation, such as
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in the Old Village where it would create runoff. She said that this,
instead, is a small development that is being graded out all at the
same time.
Ms. Landing stated that for this reason, she would like to amend
the motion.
Mayor Haynie stated that there is already a motion on the floor
to approve, so Ms. Landing would need to wait until after that
vote to move for an amendment.
Ms. Landing stated that she will share her thought, because she
will be voting it down the way it reads currently. She said her
thought is that we should be charging, as a Town, for the services
provided. If someone requires one inspection, they pay for the
time it takes, whatever is a reasonable and customary amount to
conduct the inspection. She said if they need to have five
inspections because they are not complying, then they should pay
for five inspections. Why should someone be penalized in a way
that is nine times the cost from what it was, for something that
may create a positive incentive for the developer to get it right
the first time. Her feeling is that this ordinance should be voted
down and create another motion to charge a fee for the services
rendered.
Mr. Cunnane directed his question to Mr. Pagliarini. He stated
that one of his colleagues mentioned that it says first reading and
it should have said final. He asked if it is advisable for Council to
re-advertise this next month in order to cover this.
Mr. Pagliarini stated that it is a Scribner’s error and it is listed
under Old Business and there is a record of a first reading.
Mr. Santos stated that he wanted to address Ms. Landing. He
stated that he voted against this ordinance at first reading,
because there was someone in the Old Village who paid $6,000
for drainage for the Town to come out and look at the drainage
plan he had and now the Town is charging him $225 in addition
to this. He agrees that this is a great deal of money being spent
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and if the homeowner or developer is required to pay as they go,
then he is agreeable.
Mr. Owens directed his comment to Mr. Kevin Mitchell, Town
Engineer. He said if there is a three-lot subdivision or a thirty-lot
subdivision, how many times does he go out to do an inspection.
Mr. Mitchell stated that it averages approximately four or five
times.
Mr. Owens stated that if there is a storm drain going in, how often
does Mr. Mitchell see this storm drain as it is being installed.
Mr. Mitchell stated that storm drains are inspected by the Public
Services department. He said that Public Services has a routine
where they go out at each different phase of the installation;
when the pipe is delivered, when the hole is dug, when the pipe
is installed, and they follow that process. He said the Building
Inspection department does not really inspect storm drain
projects.
Mr. Owens confirmed that this is not part of the cost being
discussed.
Mr. Mitchell stated that the cost being addressed is only for single
family residential construction. He said the inspectors visit a
project a minimum of two times, however, on average, they
usually visit the sites three to four times and it would not change
with the new procedure. He said this new procedure would only
shift when they did the inspection ahead of the building permit.
He said they would still average four to five times for each
individual lot.
Mr. Owens asked how much the Town has charged in the past and
was it based on one or two site visits.
Mr. Mitchell responded in the negative and said it is a lump sum
of $25 for one permit.
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Mr. Owens stated that no matter how many times, whether there
was a problem onsite or not, the developer/homeowner only paid
$25.
Mr. Mitchell responded in the affirmative.
Mr. Owens stated that the cost is now going up to $225. He asked
if there was any cost analysis from the $25 charge to the $225
charge.
Mr. DeMoura stated that this is a larger program that staff feels
that the citizens and Council is demanding. He said there is a great
deal of analysis that has gone into this and, in fact, if the Town
charged per visit, it would exceed the $225.
Mr. Owens stated that this was his point.
Ms. Landing stated that if it already exceeds the amount, if you
have two, three or four times, then you wonder why the number
would be $225, because we are still going to leave a lot of this to
be paid for by other taxpayers. She said why not go to a process
where if you know you must pay every time the inspector must
come out, you are likely to want to get it right. She said this is
another way of slipping in what appears to be raising a tax,
because a fee is just another way of saying “tax”. She said we are
not just raising it but raising it substantially in one blow. She said
perhaps it is overdue, but if we charge for the service rendered,
then it is perceived as being fairer because there is an incentive
for developers/builders to do the right thing, so it passes
inspection initially.
Mr. Mitchell stated that this was set up and the fee and the cost
were discussed internally. He stated that staff wanted to fall in
line with how they administered building permits. He stated that
they do lump sum fees for building permits, so instead of charging
a home builder each time an inspector goes out at each phase of
the construction process, they pay a lump sum fee. They felt it
would be in line with what staff currently does already.
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Ms. Landing asked if her comment was correct. If (Mr. Massey as
an example), had a number of lots inspected at one time, he is
going to pay the $225 per lot, so if all 40 were being inspected at
one time, he would be paying $9,000 versus $1,000.
Mr. Mitchell responded in the affirmative and stated that he
would be paying 40 times for each building permit application as
well. He stated that this is consistent for how the Town addresses
and manages internally with the development community. He
stated that they do not charge per inspection, but charge for one
building permit.
Mayor Haynie said that Ms. Landing has already stated her stance
on this and does not believe further discussion will change the
vote.
Ms. Landing and Mr. Santos were opposed. All others present
voted in favor of approval. Motion carries 7-2.
Mr. DeMoura read FINAL READING BY TITLE ONLY. This Ordinance
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED this date.
IX.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
A. Accommodations Tax Advisory Committee (No Meeting)
Report
B. Bids & Purchases Committee
Mr. Owens stated that the Committee unanimously approved the
following recommendations:
• Approval to contract with Rhinehart Fire Services in the
amount of $245,206.40 to purchase Self Contained Breathing
Apparatus units and accessories
• Approval to contract with Lowcountry Mulch, Inc., in the
amount of $218,325.00 to provide pine straw and mulch
maintenance services for the Town.
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C. Economic Development Committee (No Meeting)
Report
D. Education Committee (No Meeting)
Report
E. Finance Committee (No Meeting)
Report
F. Fire Committee (No Meeting)
Mr. Brimmer stated that the Fire Committee did not meet this
month; however, Chief Mixon did send Council a copy of the
December report. He stated that during the month of December,
there were 816 calls made to the Fire Department.
G. Human Resources (No Meeting)
Report
H. Patriots Point Development Authority
Mayor Haynie stated that Patriots Point Development Authority
(PPDA) has not yet met in January. He stated that he was not
present at the December Town Council Meeting due to being ill;
however, he did attend the December 7th, PPDA Board meeting
where the Board voted to end the lease after mutual conversations
with the Medal of Honor Museum Foundation. He stated that he
would ask Council’s Ad Hoc Committee, Mr. O’Rourke and Ms.
Landing, to stay on top of this and keep Council apprised of where
things stand at this time. He said the Town still has their
commitment of just under $1.3 million and at some point, Council
will need to address what the status of this is and what to do with
the funding that has been appropriated but not expended
Mr. O’Rourke asked if the Mayor would like the Ad Hoc Committee
to obtain the information about the meeting from him or would the
Mayor prefer that they work with Mr. Burdette.
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Mayor Haynie stated that nothing has happened. He said as the
Board takes action, he will inform both Mr. O’Rourke and Ms.
Landing and asked them to also work with Mr. Burdette.
I. Planning Committee
Mr. Bustos read the following report:
Continued Discussion of Regulations related to Short-Term
Rentals (STRs)
Staff summarized the various components or features of the
potential ordinance which the Committee had generally agreed
upon at the December 3, 2018 meeting. These included the
following:
• Townhouse and multifamily dwellings must be owner-occupied
• An annual inspection for building code and fire safety
requirements will be included
• A portion of the application fee could be earmarked for
affordable housing initiatives
• An owner must live in either the main dwelling or an ADU if
renting out one or the other
• Additional parking will be required
The committee then discussed whether a method for limiting the
total number of STR’s (cap) and/or limits on the number of STR’s in
a particular geographic area (spacing) should be considered in the
ordinance. After considerable discussion, the members asked staff
to pursue both a total percentage cap and a spacing limit based on
individual street segments.
Based on the guidance received thus far, staff will now proceed to
prepare draft STR provisions and any other related ordinance
amendments for review at the February 4, 2019 meeting.
Comprehensive Plan Status Update
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Planning staff shared the proposed schedule for the Planning
Commission to study and review the draft Comprehensive Plan
which has been recommended to the commission by the Plan
Forum. The Planning Commission has scheduled several meetings,
beginning on January 9; a “Town Hall” public meeting as part of the
January 23 regular meeting for more citizen input; and follow-up
workshop sessions in February. The commission’s goal is to be in a
position to make a recommendation to Town Council at the
February 20 Planning Commission meeting.
J. Police, Judicial & Legal Committee (No Meeting)
Report
K. Public Services Committee
Mr. Owens read the following report:
The Committee approved the minutes from the September 4, 2018
meeting.
There were three topics discussed during the meeting.
The first topic was a presentation given by Sarah Mittermeier
providing an update on the Snee Farm SRF Drainage Project.
The second presentation was given by Andy Weis and provided an
overview of Phase II of the Refuse Cart Distribution Plan.
The final topic was a discussion pertaining to the Town’s litter
ordinances, their enforcement, and whether the Town should
consider updating them.
L. Recreation Committee (No Meeting)
Mr. Santos stated that there was discussion earlier about the
Permit Allocation program and Mr. Bustos mentioned the increase
in growth here in the Town of Mount Pleasant. He stated that the
Recreation Department had approximately 350 additional people
participating in Recreation this past month. He said December is
not particularly a growing month, so this is a clear indication that
we are growing.
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M. Transportation (No Meeting)
Report

N. Waterworks Commission
Mayor Haynie stated that the MPW Commission has asked him to
remind everyone that tomorrow night at 6:00 p.m. at MPW on Rifle
Range Road, there will be a Public Information meeting regarding the
plans for the water tower on Simmons Street, which must come
down due to its structural integrity and the lead paint. He stated that
if anyone would like to have input on this, he encourages the public
to attend.
O. Water Supply Committee (No Meeting)
X.

ADMINISTRATOR’S REPORT
Boards & Commissions Vacancies
Old Village Historic District Commission
Board of Zoning Appeals
Mayor Haynie asked Mayor Pro Tempore, Gary Santos to chair the
Council meeting while he stepped out briefly at 9:26 p.m.

XI.

COUNCIL BUSINESS
A. New Business
Approval to install a temporary road closure on John Bartram
Place
Mr. Santos deferred to Mr. Brimmer.
Mr. Brimmer stated that he discussed this at last month’s
Council meeting and it came up in the Planning Committee last
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week. He was unable to obtain a second for the motion he
made, so before he proceeds:
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Mr. Brimmer made a motion that the Town approve the
installation of a temporary barrier between the neighborhoods
of Foxmoor and Central Park South in the Park West
Development, and the barrier would only remain until such as
the widening of Park West Boulevard is complete; seconded by
Ms. Landing.
Mr. Brimmer stated that it is listed on the agenda as a road
closure; however, the request of the neighbors is to restore the
traffic flow that existed just over a year ago.

He said a year ago, this connection did not exist and when it
opened up, the traffic that was attempting to bypass Park West
Boulevard came into the Foxmoor neighborhood. He said the
latest count is between 350 and 400 vehicles that are using that
roadway during peak times in the morning. He may not have
done the best job in Committee of presenting this information,
because unless you see this intersection it is hard to imagine
what they are dealing with. He stated that the following picture
shows the intersection we are currently discussing. The pictures
were taken one or two nights ago.
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He stated the area is currently under construction and has a
great deal of contractors parking along the roadway.
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He stated that it is also on a curve and it is very difficult to see
around. He said this is the road that the Town is encouraging
400 vehicles to come through every morning to make it down
John Bartram.

He stated that it is a safety issue at this point. He said he would
like to thank some of the Council members who took the time to
go to the area and look at this intersection and feels it may have
provided a different prospective of what they are dealing with.
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He said the request is simply not to allow this connection to be
open for now and once Park West Boulevard is widened, this
issue will go away, in his opinion, and traffic will be back to
normal.
Mayor Haynie returned to the meeting at 9:29 p.m.
Mr. Bustos stated that he understands this and sees that it is
bad. He said the Town has this situation in a number of places in
Mount Pleasant. He believes it should go back to Transportation
Committee, because there is also Salterbeck, Cooper Estates,
The Groves, McCants Drive and a number of streets. He said that
we may need to look at this comprehensively and it may be that
one or two may be closed. He said in the Groves today, he was
trying to get to Lansing Drive and there was a construction truck
parked in the middle of the street. He said this is something the
Town has had where other residents have come in and
complained about cut-through traffic. He said he would like to
see this go to the Transportation Committee to see if there is an
answer once and for all for all these locations.
Ms. Landing stated that she and Councilman Brimmer both live
near this area and have seen this personally. She said the
difference in this situation is several-fold. She said this was a
problem created by a new development coming in during a
period of time where the infrastructure that the Town has
promised to the citizens for quite some time which is the
widening of Park West Boulevard, has gotten deferred and
deferred. She said it is finally happening so this is a temporary
situation and a temporary closure, because this particular
development created a monster. She said we are not talking
about 10% of the traffic. She said she understands that traffic
studies have been done in the Groves, on Lansing and other
areas of the Town and the cut-through traffic has amounted to
approximately 10%. She said that this is 300 to 400 cars per day
going through small residential streets that do not live there.
She said it is creating a very dangerous situation for a number of
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small children, animals and people. She said a temporary closure
in this case is a reasonable exception to make.
Mr. Brimmer stated that for clarification, before this connection
was opened up there were 523 cars a day going up and down
this street. He said with the connection open, it is now 924.
Mr. O’Rourke said one of the reasons he was not sure he should
run for Town Council is he changes his mind. He believes Mr.
Brimmer did a good job explaining, but voted no, because he
thought he should. He said the next morning, he got up and
drove out there to this area and he was shocked at what he saw.
He said it was very clear where the people were coming from
and why they were coming there. He said he has changed his
mind and will vote in favor of this; however, the only thing that
needs to be clear is that they understand that after this period
of time, it all goes back to the way it was. He believes they will
come back to Council and request that the road remain closed.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he drives this several times a week to
take his children to school in the morning and does not take the
short cut. However, he understands why people do take it,
because Park West Boulevard is completely inadequate and no
matter what the Police Department does, you cannot fit the
number of cars in that space that are attempting to utilize it, so
people use cut-throughs. He said the biggest concern he has is
that this also provides an easy traffic circle exit out of the
neighborhood which they do not currently have. He said if you
are attempting to make a left out of Foxmoor or Church Hill Park
during peak times, it is insane. He added that he is in favor of
putting this up temporarily; however, the Town needs to get a
handle on the infrastructure. He said Park West Boulevard
should have been widened ten years ago. He said he heard
discussion earlier about $1.3 million that was slated for a road
project and said perhaps this could be sent to Northern Mount
Pleasant to get this done sooner rather than later.
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Mr. Owens asked Mr. Morrison if John Bartram is a state-owned
road.
Mr. Morrison stated that it is a Town road
Mayor Haynie stated that he believes the difference between
this and the others is that this cut-through was not there
previously. He said we have created a way. He said if the Town
closes this off temporarily and everyone comes in the front to
Patmoor Lane, then has the problem been solved. He said to
shorten debate, he plans to vote in favor of this, but does
believe it needs to come to the Transportation Committee,
because if this is done and all the traffic begins to come in to the
front of the subdivision, he is not sure that any issues are solved.
He said this is what the Town did encounter in areas such as the
Groves. He said he does not know if any modeling has been
done on this but would like it to go to the Transportation
Committee.
Mr. Brimmer stated that the Mayor brings up a good question
and when you look at the traffic patterns, the roundabout has
two lanes and much of the traffic comes down from the
neighborhoods in Park West and they stay in the inside lane and
onto Park West Boulevard, so it is a straight shot. He said it is the
traffic coming from the Highway 41 corridor that are in the
outside lane which then requires them to merge into Park West
Boulevard later. He said much of the traffic that is going through
this intersection is that traffic, because it is easier to peel off
from the roundabout into this neighborhood then merge later
on. He said if you get to Patmoor, you have negated any
advantage you have going through the neighborhood at that
point. He said this is really dealing with the traffic that peels off
before there. He said he does not wish to wait another month
for this to go back to Committee since staff can move forward
on this with some guidance from Council.
Mayor Haynie stated that he has a question, because you would
not be able to see this if you are in the roundabout on Park West
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Boulevard. Therefore, if cars drive in there and it is closed off,
then it creates another traffic problem. He said he does not
know what the process is or if it is a fairly quick answer. He
stated that you must first get onto Trumpington and when the
drivers find out it is closed to John Bartram, then all those cars
will be heading back out. He said there must be some type of
process.
Mr. Brad Morrison, Transportation Director, stated that his
department has had discussions with Mr. Peele’s staff on how
they would implement this if approved by Council. He said the
actual road closure is fairly easy. He said they would have
discussions with Fire and Police on whether it should be gated
like some other locations. He said they would likely have two
message signs announcing the implementation date to let
people know that there is no outlet once you enter that area. He
said if you are coming from Grey Marsh, a message sign would
be there, so they know not to turn. He said they would have
another message sign on the approach from the Bessemer
roundabout. He said there would be as much notification as
possible and then “no outlet” signs would be installed on the leg
that Mayor Haynie discussed. He said initially something like this
will need to be done to ensure everyone learns quickly. He said
word travels fast so if this area is closed, drivers will not go in.
Mr. Cunnane asked if there is any type of signage like the yellow
signs to let people know about this.
Mr. Morrison stated that they will have the standard “no outlet”
warning sign.
Mr. Cunnane asked about notice.
Mr. Morrison stated that they will use variable message signs,
which are the message boards that are seen.
Mr. Cunnane stated that he is talking about before the decision,
because final reading will be next month.
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Mr. Morrison stated that they will use social media apps such as
NextDoor and notifications for the public.
Mayor Haynie stated that there is a motion to temporarily close
John Bartram for 18 months.
Rick Gritzuk, 3274 John Bartram, thanked Council for everything.
He is retired and does not have small children. He chose to come
here because it was the right thing to do. When this first opened
up, it was not a problem, because it was a sensible idea to
access different neighborhoods. But it was corrupted and
hijacked by people coming from the Highway 41 area and
sneaking around traffic and getting in front of the next guy. He
said of the 300+ vehicles, he sees only three going towards
Center Park south. He said it is a one-way connection which does
not benefit them. He said they are rewarding rude drivers. He
said they have requested via social media to ask people not to
drive through their area. He said one of the responses was, “I do
as I see fit. It is my right to drive when and where I want. I have
that right”. Mr. Gritzuk asked Council, what about his rights? His
rights have been taken away and he wants them restored. The
Town can alleviate this issue by closing the road temporarily. He
said there have been several close calls. Let’s ensure the next
call is not a 911 call. He asked Council to do the right thing and
restore their rights and safety and close the road.
Nicole Piazza, 3259 John Bartram, stated that they have others
here this evening, but they had to leave. She is here to ask the
same thing, which is to approve the temporary closure. She has
seen several near misses where children were almost hit on
bicycles. She was passed on her own street, because she was
doing the speed limit. She stated at the last meeting, she
mentioned that she had a family member who was involved in
an accident that killed a child. She said it was her husband, and
the boy was 11 years old on a bicycle. She said he was only going
30 mph. She said the study they completed showed an
additional 350 plus cars coming through each morning and also
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showed that a large percentage were driving over 33 mph. She
said for her it is not the number of cars, but the speed. She said
she has been told via email to teach her children to stay out of
the road from two different individuals. She said we all teach our
children to stay out of the road, but the speed of the vehicles
needs to stop. She said putting the temporary closure does not
prohibit busses or anyone from getting in and out of their
neighborhood.
Ms. Whitley requested Mr. Brimmer to amend his motion to
include, “until Park West Boulevard is widened”, because
perhaps the timeframe is 18 months; however, it could take
longer.
Mr. Brimmer stated that this was the original motion.
All present voted in favor.
B. Old Business
[Permit Allocation item was moved to VIII.A]
C. Executive Session
Mr. Santos moved to adjourn into executive session; seconded by
Ms. Whitley. All present voted in favor.
Council adjourned into executive session at 9:46 p.m.
Council reconvened at 10:42 p.m. Mayor Haynie stated that no
votes were taken, and no action was taken in executive session.
1. Legal and Contractual
a. Legal advice related to the potential acquisition of real
property
Mr. O’Rourke made a motion to have Legal staff proceed on
the issue discussed in executive session pertaining to the land
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purchase in item C.1.a.; seconded by Mr. Bustos. All present
voted in favor.
b. Legal update on Long Point Cooper v. Mount Pleasant
Waterworks and the Town of Mount Pleasant
c. Legal advice pertaining to the Park West Development, Inc. v.
Town of Mount Pleasant lawsuit
Council may take action on any item, including any subsection of
any section, listed on an executive session agenda or discussed in
an executive session during a properly noticed meeting.
2. Personnel
Consideration of Applications for the Historical Commission
Council may take action on any item, including any subsection of
any section, listed on an executive session agenda or discussed in
an executive session during a properly noticed meeting.
XII.

ADJOURN
There being no further business, Council adjourned at 10:43 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Ashe
January 8, 2019
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